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With Charity For All And With Firmness In The Right'

ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO.

Insane Man Found
Naked on Prairie
Last Friday Carlos Brisefio,
who will be remembered as the
Cuban who gave a show here
three years ago. and the former
husband of Mrs. Anna Ebel,
"drifted into town. He was apparently insane and later he
was found out on the prairie
west of town by Bert Ray and
Frank Aldies 'at ten .o'clock at
night stripped stark naked and
raving wild. They correlled him
got him to shelter, clothed &nd
fed him and Saturday sent him
to town with Jack Gallegos and
turned him over to the officers.
He was cared for over night, a
warrant executed and he was
sent before the court at Las
Vegas Sunday in charge of Philip
Sanchez and George Miller for
investigation and commitment to
the state Assylum where he ap
;
parently belongs.

Nupt als
Wednsday evening at five o'clock, at the home of Mr and Mrs
J. J. Cox, on the claim east of
town, the ceremony was perform
ed by Rev. R. A. Price which
united for life the destinies óf
Miss Lulu Jo Cox and Martin
Rhyne, both prominent young
people of Roy.
The wedding was a very quiet
one, only the fami'y of the Minister and the Best man Earl
Trible, besides the bride's parents being present.
The new home will be establish
ed at once on the bride's homestead, and a host of friends here
and elsewhere wish them all the
happiness they anticipate in their
new relation.

Prof. Trumbull returned from
Mosquero Saturday on his motor
with a subscription list of nearly
$40 00 for the Short Course to be
held there.
The original plan was to have
the full weekdeourse here at Roy
but we were unwilling to pay as

Justice, Cashier of the
Roy Trust and Savings Bank was
called to Clayton Tuesday to at
Mr. McCarty,
tend yurt.
cameup from Tucumcari to take much for a week s education and
instruction as we cheerfully pay
his place during his absence.
,
one evening's entertainment
for
j
Geo. filler returned Tuesday so it was necessary to scatter it
from! Las Vegas where he went out and of course Mosquero and
as ConstsMe with the insane Mills can't be blamed for getting
4 an. He reports they had little in on an equal footing with Roy.
rouble withHhe fellow and that Its too bad but a fact never the
he was landedw the Insane As- - less that we pay our money far
sylum after an investigation.
more cheerfully for fire works,
horse races and barbecues for
Bud Farmer returned Tuesday the Fourth of July than we do
from Koehler whers he has been for things of lasting benefit,
employed for several Months.
C. L.

Took
.

8

Jess Davenport, Rural

Carrier on Route

GR.

eader
Mail

met with a
serious accident Saturday on the
1,

route, Hisneckyoke brok3 and
the buggy tongue caught in the
ground pitching his mail car with
him in it high in the air.
Jess
was hurt in a dozen places and
rendered insensible for a short
time. The rig was damaged
considerably and the team ran a
mile to John Shamblin's place
where they turned into the correl
The horses were slightly injured
but altogether it was lucky it
was no worse.

Attorney J. B. Lusk is getting
settled in his new home and has
his office arranged for convenience in the Rivera Building
across the street from the S-office. He has a very interesting
family and they came here to
A.

like the place.

Abernathy has purchased the fence and taken over the
lease to School Section 16 formerly known as the Roy Pasture
adjoining his farm.
He has
moved'the gate across the road
from his home. so that he can
water his cattle at his well and
has an ideal arrangement for
pasturing his little herd this
summer.
The Roy Saw Mill started up
Wednesday morning with a new
and heavier saw and is busy
tearing up the large pile of logs
in the yard "with his teeth of

steel."
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A. R. Davis has accepted a
position as salesman at the Good
man store and is learning to make

himself useful as well as ornamental in all departments of the
business.

SATURDAY,

MARCH

7. 1914,

,

No. 7

T.E. Mitchell Home Birthday Party at
Rev.Russel Home
T.E. Mitchell came in from
Pasadena, California Friday and
is out at his ranch at Albert. He
tells us the wreck causéd by the
recent storm in southern Calif
ornia is beyond description.
Conditions are good where the
storm has not reached them but
the orange market is so bad that
ont of his friends who sold his
crop thru the .Association and
had to put up 20 cents perbox to
cover expense of selling.
Mr. Mitchell will remain here
for, some time to attend to his
interests at the ranch.
A.

We have added twenty seven

new names to the Subscription

list of The Spanish-Americaduring the past two weeks This
n

too without soliciting subscriptions. It is our ambition to so
edit this paper that it will truly
reflect public opinion in our com
munity and in the state, so far
as public opinion ia right. That
we are succeeding in some meas
ure is evidenced by the steady
growth of subscriptions since we

have been in charge. It is certainly pardonable if we take some
pride in being able to truly interpret publio sentiment in our
community.
We have had the mailing list
linotyped by the
of the
Raton Range and have it in better condition now than it has ever
been there is some difference in
the list now and a year ago,
S--

Roman Szajkowski, is the new
meat cutter at the Ideal Grocery
since March 1st. He is an expert at the block Jand is rapidly
getting a line on the grocery
department as well, Roman has
been working at the Loretta store
at Dawson all winter and comes
back to live on his claim and
work here this summer. He is
looking fine and says Dawson is
a fine place to work and a great

Rev. and Mrs. Russel invited a

large party of friends to their
home at Lagaña Seca Ranch
Tuesday evening in hononof the

nineteenth birthday of their
eldest daughter, Miss Phoebe
Russel. Some fifty or more
guests were present in spite of
the inclement weather and were
royally entertained.
Among
the diversions offered, was a contest in giving the names of

prominent Advertisers and their
wares from illustrations from
Magazine Advertisements pinned
on to each of the guests. Char
ades, readings by Miss Grace
Collins and Olin Leach and piano
music by Miss Lillian üriner
were other features offered and
Rev. Russel filled in the spaces
between acts with music from
his pet Phonograph.
The birthday cake with its 19
candles was exhibited and finally
carved by the charming hostess
and distributed among the guests
who speedily destroyed it in their
search for the "Mascots" hidden

therein.

Afterward

Sherbet

and cake were served.
At midnight the guests departed with many expressions of
pleasure and wishing their charm
ing, hostess many appropriate

blessings.
The Russel home is a most de
lightful place to be entertained
and the cordial hospitality óf all
the members of that interesting
family makes it a pleasure to be

their guest.

Iglesia Católica
Visita pastoral y Misa tendrán
lugar en la capilla de San Jorge,

de Roy el dia 13 del mes de Marzo,
del ano 1914, a las 9:30, de la
mañana,
Se debe de Avisar el dia antes
o sea a mi llegada en la plaza por
'
coal camp,
los enfermos que reclaman los
J. K. Lee, of Mosquero was in auxilios de la Religion.
Roy Monday ánd a caller at this
A. C. Cellier,
office. He says he had heard
Homestead
nothing of the
Trumbull
was
Prof.
law until
Church Services shall take
down there Saturday, He will
Chapel of St. George
read the
from now on and place in the
keep in touch with what is going on the 13 day of March 1914 at
9:30 a. m.
on.
Notices of sick calls should be
Emmet Alldredge returned given the previous day, upon my
Monday from Maxwell where he arrival in town.
A. C. Cellier.
went last week in search of a
Catholic Pastor.
.
position.
Cura-Parroc- o.

640-acr- e
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SERIA
STORY

SPANISH-AMERICA-

i Napoleon watched the enemies who
were now above him. One had dropped
several bombs, but none had touched
the Bwiftlymoving aerodromone. A turn
of the wheel caueed the eagle to make
a circle before the Brigitta, then it
went higher and higher until it
reached the two monoplanes. Before
Napoleon knew what they were about
the two planes had opened fire; he
was so close to them that the bullets
fell on his aerodromone like hail. The
result was surprising. The deadly missiles rebounded from the Bides without
leaving a mark on the glittering body.
Napoleon had cleverly led them directly in front of the flagship, so that
the ecene was enacted before the eyes
of the count and his staff. It was marvelous, the greatest play a man's eyes
had ever rested upon.
Napoleon turned to face the ascending bat. The count saw him reach up
to a lever that he had not used before.
He hesitated for a moment, but when
the first botab was thrown at him he
pulled tho lever; a flash followed. Zigzag lines of lightning burst forth and
the once armored monoplane Was shattered into a thousand bits. Its fate
seemed to shatter the nerve of the engineer on the other plane, for he
turned and raced for the flagship. It
was too late. Napoleon pulled the
lever again and it followed its com'
rade into space.
The count was pale; he had been
given a terrible example of his enemy's power, still he did not turn back.
Orders were flashed to the two boats
nearest the eagle to open fire with
their heavy guns. Napoleon read the
order on his plate and was sad, but
he knew that the only way to save
the masses from annihilation was by
a painful operation.
His right hand was on the lever,
the left on the wheel; as the guns below thundered, the bird man was far
away, and their shells were wasted.
But the next moment brought the
avenging answer; lightning after lightning darted toward the two boats, the
powder magazines exploded and the
dreaded giants were wrecks, sinking.
A few minutes later the boats were
gone, leaving a mass of floating debris
and dead men.
The Count von Werdenstein looked
at the scene helplessly. For the first
time in his life he realized how puny
he was.
He looked for the eagle, but it had
disappeared.
The Count von Werdenstein ordered
all the commanders to gather at the
flagship, for he felt that he had to decide on some action. He paced the
bridge of the Brigitta. The navy and
army under his command, that he had
thought great enough to conquer the
whole world, had been defeated by a
single man.
When the council of war began the
count stood to talk, but before he said
a word a message from one. of the
transport boats was handed him. It
read:
"We can see the other boats toward
the east, but we cannot communicate
with them. They are trying to reach
us, but can make no progrese. Please
send orders."
;
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Isolated
Continent
A Romance of tho
Future
By

Cuido von Horv&th
and Dean Hoard
(topyrichi,

m, tr W. 6. Chapman

in Um

Bute aodOreirtBifcaiik

United

JO

SYNOPSIS.

For fifty years the continent of North
America had been Isolated from the rest
of the world by the use of
a wonderful invention of Hannibal Prudent
country
The invention had saved the
from foreign invasion, and the continent
had been united under one government
with Prudent as president. For half a
century peace and prosperity reigned in
this part of the world. The Btory opens
with President Prudent critically ill. His
death is hastened by the receipt? of a
message from Count von Werdenstein of
Germany that he has at last succeeded In
penetrating the rays. Dying, he warns
his daughter Astra that this means a foreign invasion. He tells her to hurry to
the Island of Ciryne, but dies before he
can tell the location of the place. Astra
is nominated for the presidency by the
continental party. Napoleon Edison calls
on Astra, Informs her that he was a pupil of her father's, and promises to help
her. He gives her a ring made of a newly discovered substance which. Jie says,
will solve the problem of flying. x Chevalier dl Leon appears in Europe. He calls
on von Werdenstein and offers him the
secret of making gold in return for absolute disarmament and peace. The chevalier is suspected of being an American.
He is seized at night and carried off in
an areoplane. Astra Is inaugurated as
president. She receiver a message from
Edison, whose long silence has worried
her, that he has been a prisoner for two
months on the island of Helgoland and
has just escaped. He announces that the
confederated fleet of Europe has sailed
for America. He promises to call on her
the following night. Countess Roslny, a
spy, becomes a prisoner In hope of securing Napoleon's secret. She falls in love
with him. She agrees to Join him in an
attempt to escape. By the use of fireworks he summons a curious flying machine which resembles a monster ' eagle.
He escapes and sends his message to
Astra. Edison calls on Astra as promised.
He tells her his plans for defense have
been completed, but that he will give fuller details at his workshop on the island
of Ciryne in the Pacific. They make the
trip in three hours. His plans are based
on the peculiarity of the new substance,
clrynith, which is lighter than any known
metal and is practically indestructible.
The Europeans succeed in passing the
line of isolation, but find that the Americans have established a second one. Edison delivers a note to von Werdenstein
in his flagship demanding that the fleet
be withdrawn.
CHAPTER

X.

Continued.

The eagle lingered above the right
wing of the first line of dreadnoughts.
Napoleon could inflict any damage he
chose. He could almost count the
number of men aboard each vessel.
Werdenstein gave hurried orders, and
watched eagerly for their execution.
A few minutes later two armored
monoplanes glided up from the flagship and turned toward the eagle.
Napoleon must have suspected their
Intention, for he circled higher and
higher up. The bats followed the
eagle; each monoplane carried four
men, each of whom carried small caliber, mitrellous bombs and other am-- ,
munition of war.
Still the eagle went higher and
higher, hovering above the north wing
of the long line of war boats. It was
so high now that it, appeared only a
speck to the naked eye. The planes
ascended in a spiral, and they were
far behind. The eagle turned and led
the two planes along the line, near the
Cage hip. It descended quickly and
made a dip similar to the swoop of
the eagle on its prey that caused the
thousands of spectators to believe It
was falling, but before it touched the
water it darted forward and skimmed
the .waves, its great wings touching
the water occasionally.

CHAPTER XI.

had not soothed the pain she suffered.
She would have preferred a dungeon
of ancient times, where she could rave
at her and curse her, but she was a
secret .service agent, and had early
learned the art of concealing her feelings.
With passion burning in her heart
she was able to respond gracefully to
Astra. Even while she watched the
conflict of the American Eagle and
the European fleet she was scheming.
She lived for intrigue.
Her soul
craved the excitement of battling
minds. She considered herself still
In the employ of the Count von Werdenstein, so she planned as she
thought the count would have de-

ment In Itself, but Its greatest beauty
was in Its expression of brotherly love.
In Its magnanimity in extending mercy
to the enemy.
Rosltta was present when that document was read finally. She was on
of the last to touch It before it was
carefully wrapped in the Bilk covers;
it was she who placed the great seal
on the imposing envelope.
The count took the message and retired Into his cabin, where nobody
dared disturb him. He cut the envelope, unfolded the silk wrapping and
began to read. It was a long, concise
resume of the present state of affairs;
the chancellor was touched by the
kindness of his enemies. Notwithmanded.standing tie jdegradlng defeat, he
Santos Dupreb came to report the knew now that the loss would not be
events of the day at the Z ray station, as great as he feared.
and to put before Astra suggestions
The document decided upon the folfor further defense. Napoleon could lowing:
not come personally, so he sent his
1. The whole navy of the confedertrusted assistant.
ate European .mights shall be delivHe was admitted to the library ered Into the hands of Admiral John
where the countess sat.
Earle, the American commander, who
When Rosltta retired to the rooms will see that all men and officers are
that had been assigned her she sat safely returned to European ports.
for a long time motionless, maturing
2. The war vessels shall be the propa plan for the benefit of the Count erty of the United, Republics of Amervon Werdenstein.
ica, in consideration of which the said
The next morning the admiral of United Republics of America will pay
the united navies of America received a Bfim of money to be decided upon;
orders to sail with the fleet toward the however, not less than
of the
enemy. Even the formation of the actual value involved.
great squadron was planned in detail.
3. The European armies shall be ImThe gray boats steamed toward the mediately disarmed and the men In
east in a broad line; they arrived at service shall be returned to their
'
the Isolation and could see hundreds homes.
of
before them, flying the
4. No other force, save for policing
flags of almost every European nation, and a number of bodyguards for the
but no Bound penetrated the invisible reigning rulers, shall be allowed to
ray that stretched before them.
exist in any of the countries. The
Tho Count von Werdenstein was in United Republics of America will see
despair. He and all his boats had that this item, in particular, Is enforced.
,
5. The United Republics of America
will open its ports to all foreign commerce, will give free entrance to all
European products, and also Insures
free exportation into Europe for Araer-- '
lean products.
.
O
1
M UriHIlLaj
UKH 1111 I H PJUIK
u
j
hemisphere will be treated with.'when
a final settlement is agreed unJbn, but
until that time the isolation kh Pacific
waters will be maintained.
7. Peace shall reign oveir the earth;
national differences shall be settled before an international committee that
will make its headquarters in 'Washington, the capital of tfte United Republics of America.
8. Any further points that may arlae
In the course of evenAs will be decide 1
linón arter me nnai brli nmeni wiLn
the rulers of all the countries.
When the coun,i turned over the iast
page a tiny slip' of paper, fell to the
floor. He picked it up and glanced at
the words that were written and not
typed, as was the rest of the message.
It was a writing that he knew well.
"Don't hesitate ! Accept the treaty I
The Once Armored Monoplane Was
The
a
future rests in the aerodromone,
Shattered Into
Thousand Bits.
thejiecret
of which will be delivered to
been imprisoned between two Z rays
you.jj sooner or later. I have kept my
for a week. He had held councils of
will talk of my reward when
war and the quickest boats and air contract;
permit."
circumstances
crafts were sent out to break through
was not signed, but it was not
This
the lines of resistance. He was ready f neceésary.
to retire to Europe.
"Ahd I," murmured the count, after
They had not seen the eagle during
a moment, "I never thought of Rosltta,
this time, but the arrival of the obsoWhat a wonderful, clever woman she
told the count that is. But what will be her price? What
lete
some preparation had been made by is
difference," sighed the man who
his enemy to end this terrible state hadthesuffered so much the last few
of affairs.
days. "The next time we meet it will
The eagle's appearance was report be in the air."
,
ed early one morning. It came majesHe regained his calmness, finished
tically sliding downward from a great
paper and refolded it He placed
height, flying the beautiful tricolor the
Rositta's message in his pocketbook.
flag of liberty. This time Santos was
Twenty-fou- r
hours were given for
at the wheel. Napoleon and a woman consideration. He called his admirals
stood behind him.
together at four o'clock that afternoon.
The bird flew directly to the flagOne thing they were certain of. That
ship. Not even the flag of truce was was that they did not know how they
shown. When it reached the Brigitta would earn a living when released
the eagle dropped down toward the from military duty.
count, who stood on the bridge. His
When Napoleon came for the anface was pale and careworn, and his swer, he received the original docueyes spoke of many sleepless nights.
ment signed by the commander in
"Brigitta, ahoy!" shotíted Napoleon chief and all the commanders of the
through the speaking tube. "A mes- respective nations of the European
sage for the commander." He dropped confederacy.
a large sealed letter at the count's feet.
When the American Eagle appeared
The eagle then turned and disappeared for the first time above the capital its
in the clouds toward the west.
mission was to announce that peace
Thought and care had been put Into on earth would be established.
the xnessaga. It was a great docu
(TO BB CONTINUED.),
j
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Astra and Rosltta.
The excitement caused by Napoleon's encounter with the enemy was indescribable. The automatic electro- -'
stylograph on board the American
Eagle had recorded the action of the
fleet ' and had made "a copy of the
count's answer to" America's desires.
The attack on the aerodromone was
shown and the subsequent destruction
of thenonopIanes. Napoleon Edison's
name was in large print on every
board. The Hourly Stylograph said
"God bless our deliverer!" The American's comment was "The hero of
America." He was compared to Washington, to Lincoln and many other
great American patriots. His name
was on the lips of every citizen.
No one watched the helioboard with
such interest and none prayed for Napoleon's success more sincerely than
Astra'as she sat in hef library with the
Countess Rosiny.
Astra's kindness toward .the countess
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Notice for Publication.

PERSONAL andj
t
I
LOCAL

Department of the Interior.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
New

Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Mexico.
.Jan, 24th., 1914.
Notice is hereby given that William R
Brashears of Roy NM. who on
Johmy Gallagher came in from
made HE Serial No, 011808
his Ute Creek Ranch Monday Addl. No. 012218 for
Sec. J2
13,
NeJ,
and
Section
after supplies. He shied from
the trip home Tuesday in the Township 20, North Range 25E.N.M.P
of
notice
Meridian, has filed
teeth of the wind and drifting intention to make Three year Proof, to
snow.
establish claim to the land above
before P. H. Foster, ü. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Prof. Trumbull had an un- N. M. on the 2Í day of April,
10-6--

El-SE- J,

dis-cribe-

d,

pleasant experience in the recent 1914.
snow storm. His motorcycle
Claimant names as witnesses:
skidded and landed him into a Robert Holmes,
Frank Sheltren,
B G Tyler,
barbed wire fence leaving .several A R Davis,
M.
N.
Roy,
All of
marks on him as well as his
Paz Valverde,
clothing and the machine.
3--

Jim Johnson and Ben Sturgis
were in town Wednesday apparently just loafing. We got
them off the street where the
autos wouldn't run over them.
A fellow drifted in to town
Tuesday asking for the price of
a meal and claiming to be an
from Dewey's flag ship.
He had the credentials for having
one time seen better days, but
had slipped his trolly. He was
stakecl to the necessities of life
but seemed to have a desire
rather for the luxuries and soon
wore out his welcome.
ex-gunn-

er

QUO VADIS
Which way are you headed old
sport? Uphill with the strenuous
boys? What sort of a fame do you
court, and how are you choosing
your joys? Have you the ambition
to climb, as every sane mortal aspires, or think you a bully good
time is all that a fellow requires?
For you there' s an eminent place
if, haply for honor you yearn, for
you, there is lasting disgrace, if
that's the reward you would earn
Which way ere you headed, old
hunks? which way are you pointing your shoes? Oh, say, are you
saving your plunks, or blowing
them all in for booze? There's
wealth in the distance ahead, if
wealth is a thing you admire;
some kennel may yet be your bed
if it is what you désire. Yon have
come, to the forks of the trail, you
turn to the left or the right; you
choose twixtahome and a jail,
a future of woe or delight.
Which way are you headed, old
scout? You cannot go both ways
at once! Oh, turn to the right
with a shout and leave the left
road, to the dunce, The left road
inviting at first, Soon tears
you with brambles and rocks
grows worse with each meter
and verst which way are you
headed, old sox?
Mrs, Ocea Kobel and little
daughter came home Monday
from Cimarron where she has
been working this winter to make
final proof on her claim.

Dave Ballard was in from the
ranch Tuesday. .

!

Jan

19, 1914,

Notice is hereby 'given that James
W Johnson, of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE 05470 No.19935 for
NEJ, Section 7 Township 20 North
Range 28 Ev N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before F. hi,
Foster,U. S Commissioner, at Roy
N, M. on the 14th day of April '14,

Claimant names as witnesses;
James L. Haye3
Wm G Johnson

R. W. Mitchell,

William King,
'
M.
Roy,N.
all of

,
8

Jan

24 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Katharine
Lucretia Dunbar, Widow of David B
Dunbar, Deceased, of Roy, N. M who,
on 5 07
made HE Serials
No. 13465, for NEl Sec 9
and NWi Sec, 10 Township 19 N Rge.
26 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
five year proof t to establish claim
to the land above described, before
D. S. Durrin; U. S. Commissioner, at
his office, at Solano, N. M. on the 22
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
George H Ray,
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Maurice N Baker
Pablo P Branch
04594-0868- 1

Paz Valverde,
Register.

all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde
Register.

2--

Notice For

Department of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M.

Notice for Publication

t

Re-Publicati-

-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico.
Feb. 18, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Rolin L
Cross of Mills, N. N, who on Aug 22,
1910, made Enlarged HE No 011983 for
NEJ NW1 Sec. 35 Twp. 23 N. Range
2d East of N. M.P. Meridian,
has filed
final
three
notice of intention to make
year Proof to establish claim" to the
land above described before W.H.
Willcoxü. S. Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M. on the 18th day of
April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses
L W. Seright,
R W Eaton ,
A C Procter
FO Seright,
All of Mills Mora County, New Mex.
Paz Valverde,

Jan.

19, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Jose La
Luz Vigil, of Roy, N. M Who, on
Jan 24,1907, made HE. No. 04456
14565 for the EJ SW, SW SW Sec.
'
Sec, 12, Township 18
1, NEJ NWI
26
N Range
E., N. M. P. M,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before W. H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M.,
on the 13, day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lee West
Pablo A Trujillo
Peter J. Laumbach Leopoldo Andrade
all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde
Register.
8

Register.

3--

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Notice For Publication

Register.

7

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication.

Jan.

1914.

23,

Notice is hereby given that Pearl
formerly
Rauch Cawthon,
Pearl
Rauc h of Solano, N M who on
mado HE No 23195 Se No. 06322, for
Lots 1 and 2 section T, Township
19N. Range 28 E. NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year proof , to establish claim to
the land above described beforeRegister
& Receiver of U. S. Land office at
Clayton, N. M. on the 9 day of April
1914.

,

Claimant

names as

witnesses-Joh- n

Myers
T J Kennedy,
Wm R Bradley,
Otto C Thompson,
All of Solano, N. M.,
Paz Valverde,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
"ü S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Feb. 24, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that William
M Patterson of Mills, N M who on
made HE Se. No 010563 for
of Sec. 6,
Lots 6 and 7, and EJ-Sand NWJ-NLots 1 and 2, KEi-NRange
Section 7 Twp, 21, N.
26 E, N M P Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U S Commissioner, at his office at Roy
NM, on the 8 day of May 1914,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

Register,

8

on.

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

on

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M, Department of the Interior,
Jan 23, 1914.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Alfred O
Jan 23 1914.
Johnson of Solano, N. ' M. who, on
Notice is hereby given that Margaret
made HE. 21677 Serial No, Plunketi, widow of Micheal Plunkett,
NEJ deceased, of Roy, N ,M who on
05943, for
Sec. 5 Twp. 18 N. Range 27 E. made HE No, 18525 Serial No 05151,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of for NEl Sectiou 11,
Township E0 North Range 27 E
intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
described, before Register & Receiver of intention to make final five year
of U S Land Office at Clayton, N. M proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
on the 9th day of April 1914.
Receiver of U.S. Land office at Clayton.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Levi J Culver New Mexico on the 9 day of April,
Donald P Upton,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francis M Hughe3 Lloyd P Upton, 1914.
C E Deaton,
ACMeikle,
Claimant names as witnesses,
all of Solano,N M.
Oral O Deaton,
Ben Hobson,
Samuel Bland,
Emerson
Frank
Valverde,
Paz
All of Mills N M,
V Collins,
Grace
E
Kidd
Charles
Register.
Paz Valverde.
all of Roy, N. M.
Register
12-2-0- 7

Ei

,

2--

3-- 28

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication

NE1-SW-

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 20 1914T.
Jan. 19, 1914.
William
R
that
given
hereby
Notice is
Notice is hereby ' given that Add
M
on
who
N
Roy,
Whiteman, of
Harrison of Roy, N.M. who on
E made HE Serial No. 012140 for NEi
made HE No. 04024 for NW1-NESection 17,
NWJ, NW1-NW- J
and NWJ Sec 15 Twp 20 N. Rng 25 E.
Twp. 20 N. Range 25 E. N. M. P N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Meridian, has filed notice of in- of intention to make three year
tention to make Five Year Proof, to proof, to establish claim to the land
establish claim to the land above above described, before U. S. Com.
described, before U. S. Commissioner F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M., on the N. M., on the 17th day of April..
21 day of April, 1914.
1914.
Claimam names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W E Cantrell, Frank Sheltren Mrs Frank Sheltren,
H C Gimson,
Emilio Abata Ed Cantrell
Laura Whiteman,
JuanDemata Mares
M.
N.
Roy,
of
all
all of Roy, N. M.
Valverde,
Paz
Paz Valverde,
.
Register.
Register.
Register. 7

Department of the Interior,
U. S, Land Office Clayton, N. M.
Feb 24 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Axel A
Carlson of Roy, N M who on
made HE. No, 010247 for NWi and Ej
Sec
1
and
NEl and SWi-N23Twp21NRg25E NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H
Foster U, S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy,N. M.,
on the 8th day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
J L Swaim,
L W Peiffer
Leo Nalepinski,
John Fessler,
All of Roy N, M.
Paz Valverde,
E

Paz Valverde,

v

1,

--

2-- 28
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THE WORLD IN

A $15,000,000 aeroplane fleet was
proposed in a bill by Representative

L'Engle of Florida.
The constitutionality of the Federal
White Slave law was again upheld by
the Supreme Court in the Wilson case
from Chicago.
Members of the Senate and House
A BRIEF RECORD
OF PASSING Interstate Commerce Committees were
busy with tentative drafts of the. proEVENTS IN THIS AND FORposed Interstate Trade Commission
EIGN COUNTRIES.

PARAGRAPHS

bill.

.

President Wilson is standing firmly
on his original Mexican policy.

He
is hopeful that the threatened international complications growing out of
the developments of the last few days
will yet be cleared.
DOINOn AND HAPPENINGS THAT
Conditions in business houses and
MARK THE PROGRESS
industrial plants here underwent a
sudden change following President
OF THE AGE.
Wilson's signing of the bill limiting
the hours of labor of women in the
Western Newspaper Union News Servlcs.
District of Columbia to height hours.
WESTERN.
Recommendations for the establishment
of bureaus, to be operated in
Forty-eigh- t
persons were injured,
with
connection
the postoffices
three probably fatally, in tow bobsled
country,
which are ofthroughout
the
collisions at St. Louis.
ficially to register labor conditions, so
Miss Anne H. Martin of Reio was
the number of unemployed may
president of the Nevada thatdefinitely
determined at any time,
Equal Franchise Society at the, state be
are contained in the annual report of
convention.
T. V. Powderly, chief of the division
In love with the same woman, two of information of the Department of
Mexicans locked themselves in a room Labor.
at Los Angeles and shot each other
Villa's proposal for an American exwith the same revolver, after tossing
of the body of Benton with
amination
a coin for first shot.
out
permitting
its removal from. MexA feature of the celebration of the
ico, has been accepted by this govsixtieth wedding anniversary of Mr. ernment,
without waiving any further
and Mrs. Michael O'Connor at Preston.
movement to demand its delivery on
Minn., was the presence of ninety
American soil.
grandchildren of the couple.
Hearings on the Walsh bill for govAlthough the Supreme Court has anradiurd-bearinordinance" of ernment control of
nulled the
landg
were concluded and it probably
Zion City, 111., five smokers were arwill
be report favorably. One amendrested and Wilbur Voliva threatened to
likely to be incorporated proment
have the women drive the others into
poses
the government be required
that
Lake Michigan.
to buy the entire output of radium
One policeman and four firemen, mines.
the latter including Chief George WalOfficial count by treasury officials
lace and Assistant Chief S. D. Whyler,
apwere injured when a terrific gas ex- showed 7,465 national banks have
remembership
federal
the
in
plied
for
plosion wrecked a burning drug store
banks
eighteen
system,
serve
that
at Cleveland, Ohio.
have notified the organization comGenevieve Hannan, the young wom- mittee that will not apply, and ten
an involved in the white slavery
have not been heard from. The capicharge against J. Parker Whitney in tal of
the banks applying amounts to
San Francisco, was married at Los $1,054,533,554, which is 99.75 per cent,
Angeles February 2 to Arthur N. Har- of
the capital of all national banks in
ris, member of an El Paso family.
the country.
s
Mrs. James Lees Laidlow, chairman
of the woman suffrage party, ManhatSPORT.
tan borough, New York, and her
band, president of the national men's
The date for the fight for the world's,
league for woman suffrage, were prin- heavyweight championship between
cipal speakers at Reno, Nev., at the
Jack Johnson and Frank Moran of
spening of the Nevada suffrage cam- Pittsburg was set for June 27.
paign.
Billy Murray of Sacramento defeated
"The Drama of the Year" was the the veteran middleweight, Leo Houck
subject of the rex pageant and forty-thir- d of Philadelphia, in the fourteenth
annual Mardi Gras parade which round of what was to have been a
divided honors at New Orleans with twenty-rounbout, at San Francisco.
thousands of promiscuous maskers,
S. W. Allerton, Chicago millionaire
that thronged downtown streets. The
and one of the best known men in
parade was composed of numerous
the harness racing world ten years
bands of music and twenty tinseled ago,
died at hia home at Pasadena,
floats.
Cal. He was known as a breeder of
Mies Lurine Middleton of Los An- racing horses. Death was duo to nat'
geles, Cal., was seriously injured and ural causes.
a- - wealthy Tulsa,
Dennis O'Connor,
America's altitude record, made by
Okla., oil producer, was killed when a Lieut. H. B. Post in his recent fatal
passenger train struck O'Connor's mo- flight at North Island, was broken at
tor car at Tulsa. O'Connor believed San Diego when Theodore MacCaulay,
he could pass a crossing ahead of the aviation instructor, ascended to the
train. O'Connor's oil holdings are said height of 12,139 feet. Post's record
to represent $1,000,000.
was 12,120 feet.
Seven Chicago women who had no
A Canadian racing syndicate, headopposition were nominated for alder- ed by W. A. Read of Vancouver, B. C,
men: Three of them were Progressives has signed an option for the purchase
and four were Socialists. Two women, of Overland park at .Denver for a concandidates on the Democratic ticket, sideration said to be close to $123,500,
had strong opposition and were de It is the intention of the prospective
feated. Ten aldermen were retired to purchasers to open Overland park
private life. All of them were Demo- again for horse racing.
crats, and with one exception were
At Seattle, Mrs! J. E. Nosier, a
opposed by the Municipal Voters'
police woman on the water
.
League.
front, broke up a ring fight between
two heavyweight longshoremen, arWASHINGTON.
rested the fighters and took them to
The annual Indian appropriation the police station. The' two submitaill, carrying $9,619,737, a reduction of ted meekly when the police woman
her star, and the crowd
$2,105,127 from the bureau estimates, showed
cheered Mrs. NosJ
passed the House.

IN

LATE DISPATCHES

g

anti-smok-

e

,

.

d

120-poun-

Belgian society women are wearing
wigs of pink and light blue, thereby
going the more conservative English
one better.
'
At London the House of Lords
passed a resolution deploring the practice of buying peerages by contributing to' party funds.
A Paris stage Johnny was sent to
an asylum for the insane because he
waylaid and kissed Mile. Polaire, "the
ugliest woman in the world."
Provisional President Huerta refused permission to the United States
government to send 2,000 American
marines as a guard for the legation

Rheumatic
Twinges

at Mexico City.
At Dunbar, Scotland an arson squad
of militant suffragettes burned to the
ground the historic parish church of
the village of Whitekirk. A quantity
of suffrage literature was left strewn

about the scene.
At Baden, Germany, Admiral Von
Dlederichs admits he informed the
British naval commander in Manila
bay at the time of the
war that he would shoot any
American officer who attempted to
board a German warship "to make Inquiry and establish'' her identity" in
carrying out the orders of Admiral
Spanish-America-

inflammation and quiets that agonpeneizing pain. Don't

the execution of Wiliiam
Benton was placed on the United
States by the Mexican government in
a memorandum sent to Washington,
copies of which were delivered to the
foreign legations at Mexico City. Hope
is expressed in the memorandum that
the United States will recognize the
evils which have developed following
the permitting of the importation of
arms by the rebels and will take steps
to remedy them.
S.

1

GENERAL.

SIMM'S
.ffiíMEIIT
MU Pain

gives quick relief from chest and
throat affections. Have you tried
Sloan's? Here's what others say
Relief from Rheumatism
'My mother has uced one 60c. bottle
of Sloan's Liniment, and although ahe
is over 83 years of age, she has obtained great relief from her rheumatism." Aír. E. . LmduUaf, Güroy, Cal
Good for Cold and Croup
"A little boy next door had croup. I
rare the mother Sloan's Liniment to
try. She fare him three drops on sugar
before going to bed, and he got up without the croup in the morning." Mr. (P.
U. Strang, 3721 Elmwood Av., Chicago, 111
Neuralgia Cone
"Sloan's Liniment is the best medicine in the world. It has relieved me
of neuralgia. Those pains have all gone
and I can truly say your Liniment did
atop them." Jurt. C M. Dowhtr of oW
tlasburg, Mich.

At all Dealers. Price 25c, 60c. & $1X0

trial was granted Charles

Becker, former New York police lieutenant, under death sentence forf the
murder of Herman Rosenthal, by the
Court of Appeals.
Homer D. Call of Syracuset N. Y.,
was elected state treasurer at a joint
session of the Legislature to succeed
the late John J. Kennedy, who killed
'
himself in Buffalo.
Dr. Cyrus Adler, Philadelphia, was
elected president of the American
Jewish Historical Society at the final
annual
session of the twenty-seconmeeting of the organization at Philadelphia.
Miss Sarah D. Magill, aged recluse,
frozen to death because she would not
spend money to heat her home, left
$10,000 to the Society for the Prevention of Cruejty to Animals at Springfield, Mass.
"No more smoking in the boiler
room," was the new mandate to the
jaintor of the First Methodist church
by the Rev. Frost when he found the
choir pew deserted during services at
Evanston, 111.
The snow storm in Mississippi was
given official recognition by the Legislature when a resolution was passed
giving the pages a holiday so they
might have a snow battle in the capítol grounds.
Edwin Grant. Conklin, head of the
department of biology in Princeton
University, in a lecture, said the time
has come when society must take account of the immense importance of
heredity in the department of man.
Further arrests in the Juvenile
Court scandal at Cincinnati as a result of which Brent Arnold, millionaire railroad official, society leader
and clubman, was fined for contributing to the delinquency of pretty Mildred Crane, 16, are expected.
Laws on tuberculosis are needed
more than any other legislation pertaining to health conditions, according
to the report of Dr. Frederick R.
Green, secretary of the health council
of the American Medical Association,
holding its tenth annual conference in

tubit

trates.

n

Dewey.
Blame for

A new

yield immediately to Sloan'i Liniment. It relieves aching' and
swollen parts instantly. Reduces

ti

Sloan's Instructive Booklet oa
Horses sent free.
EAÜL S. SLOAN,

lac

BOSTON,

KASS.

Accomplished Foremothers.
Biggs Our forefathers had wives
that were of some account. They could
do everything, from the family sewing
o driving oxen.
Boggs Yes; they hemmed and
hawed, as it were. Christian Register.

d

Chicago.
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SICK

tongue
coated, give "California

Look,

Mother!

Syrup of

If

is

Figs'

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses, the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
feverish, don't eat,
cross, half-sicsleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-ach- e
or diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of ''California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes, out of the system,' and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrug of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
bottle
Ask at the store for a
Figs,"
of
which
Syrup
"California81
of
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
50-ce- nt

The average man thinks he has the
wisdom of Solomon, but his actions
show that he is entitled to anothei
think.
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LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST
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ices:

On all our winter Goods!

lowing letter from Congressman

Fergusson
"I thank you for your good
letter of February 23d enclosing

INCLUDING

to me a long petition in favor of
the 640 acre homestead bill.
ine reasoning oi your letter
and the petition , keenly appeals
to me, as also does the long list o
signers, and I shall take occasion
to call it all to the attention
the Committee on Public Lands
at their hearing ,on this bill on
next Tuesday.
Notwithstanding, some bitter
opposition which has developed to
this bill, I still have strong hope

Sweaters, Coats, Men's
Caps, Men,s and Women's
Heavy Underwear, Hosiery,
Men's Woolen Shirts' and
many and various other

lhe hrst entertainment to be
given by the Embroidery Club
for the benefit of the Roy City
Park will be given at the I.O.O.F,
Hall on the evening of March 17
instead of the 15th as previously
announced. It will be something
unique in the entertainment line
Will advise you further concern
ing it next week.

oo'dman
M ercanoie
Co aojo
Wanted

Homer Holmes had not written
to his folks for some time and
Fifty Tons of Dry, Bleach
recently they learned the cause.
He has been in the Hospital at ed Bones in any quantities.
Albuquerque with a serious case We pay $6.00 per ton cash
of blood poisoniDg resulting from
Floersheim Mercantile O.
i
tir
a scratcn on Qis arm.
we are
glad to report that he is getting
FOR SALE: Span of balck
better and will soon be able to
to
i
i
mares, ( anaino years oia,
native
work again.
bred, welP broken, souod and
gentle, Will sell them worth
Waldo Morris returned home
he money. Enquire at this offi
last week from an extended visit
ce.
in the eastern states coming direct from his old home in Jowa.
He will farm his claim this sum
Bob Martin, the Union' County
mer and his brother, Floyd will Cow-mawas in town this week
go out and work somewhere till He says the long winter has Dot
he gets old enough to file on a hurt him except for the feed
claim.
bill during the six weeks he fed
all of his stock but they are in
A Mexican section hand was fine condition and most of them
run oyer by a freight train at fit for market now. Mr. Mai tin
Abbott Tuesday night. Three of is one of the few cow men who
them were here and boarded a depend on feed rather than trust
train to go back Tuesday evening. to Providence to get their stock
They were intoxi cated and in hru the winter. He finds it
jumping off the train at Abbott easier and more practical to buy
one fell under the wlieel. He was eed than to buy more cattle in
a tall slim fellow we have seen he spring. When there are more
here occasionally but we can not ike him and fewer of the kind
h
in their efforts to
ieern his name. He was taken'to who
Dawson and died in the hospital 'Hog it all" this country will
Wednesday morning.
develope faster.
i

n

.

n,

.

over-reac-

lhe banta Fe New Mexican
changed editors this week, J.
Wight Giddings, whose clever
editorial work has amused, and
pleased us the past year has resigned and E. Dana Johnson, late
of the Albuquerque Evening
Herald has succeeded him.
We have thought of late that
some of the Populistic utterances
of the editorial pages meant that
Mr. Giddings was expressing his
personal sentiments. ,The New
Mexican has also been reduced
to four pages instead of eight
and a lot of cheap padding has
been been cut out. We imagine
it will be edited more conservatively in future. Mr. Johnson is
a pleasing writer and we shall
accept the change and read the
New Mexican with interest still,
Sometimes we fret at the small
field at a local weekly but when
we think that it is ours and no
one. can dictate our policies or
our editorial utterances we are satisfied to stay
here and be the reflector of public opinion in the most progressive community of
in the state.
Blue-penci-

l"

dry-farme-

The
high-clas- s
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The Primrose Progressive Cir
met at the home of their Prési
dent, Mrs, H. Goodman, Thurs
day in a very pleasant and profit
able session, The refreshments
were more elaborate than usual
and the members are all congrat
ulating themselves on their good
fortune in belonging.

at Clayton, N. M.
Feb 16, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Gale G
Kidd of Roy, N. M. who, on May 13
1907, made HE Serial No
5
for Lots 3 and 4 and EJ S W,
Section 31, Township 21
North Range 27E. N. M. P. Meri
dian has .filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described.
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commis
sioner, at his office, at Rov. N. M. on
the 6 day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
CF Williams
Charles E Kidd
Levi A Brown
W B Harnmv
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Val verde.
U. S. Land Office

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
Feb. 16, 1914.
Notice is hereby
that nwia
É Kidd of
Roy N.M. who on
3
1909, made HE 17543 Serial 08197 and
Adl No 010054, for Lots 8 and 9 sec 1,
Twp 20 N Rg 26 E and Lots 5 and 12
Sec 6 T 20 N R 27 E and Lots 7 and

We still have a good stock to
select from and, as the cold
weather is by no means over
you will do well to look our
goods over.

of getting it through."

i

1

Department of the Interior,

rs

10andNJ-SE-

i

Section 1, Twp. 20 N, Range 26 E. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F.H. Foster,
U. S. Com., at his office at Roy,
N. M., on the 6, day of May,
1914

Claimant names: as witnesses,
Wm Bowman
C F Williams
Brown

Levi A.

W B

Harper

all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Val verde.

Register.

Variety Machine
W orles
C. E.

ANDERSON

&

Props

SON,

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmi thing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pumps for Wells
All

Wagon and Carriage

Work our Specialty
All

Variety
ROY,

work Guaranteed

Machine

Works

- U NEW MEX.

Since last July
Pale red, dehorned, mottled face
Brand "Boot" on right hip,
A N Cleft hip. Should have
5 months calf at side.
$5.00 reward for cow and $5.00
for calf, for information regard
ing them.
Cow Lost:

Roy Proctor,

6T3Pd.

Mills, N. M.

Senaca Poultry Food makes
for local news and hens lay while the price is high
25c a package at Fairview
Job Work!
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The girl who bets she wouldn't mar-rthe best man living ought to offer

y

SHIPS;

big odds.

1,700 MARINES

Don't be misled. Ask
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.

Discreet Idealism.

WAIT ORDERS TO RUSH TO MEXL

"Wouldn't you rather be right than

WATERS AT A

five minutes.

MENT'S NOTICE.

be president?"
"Yes," replied the busy statesman;
"If I'm dead sure there's no chance of
my being president."

MO-

Time it! In five minutes all stomach

distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's, Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy idKhe whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any Btore and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
life is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
y
Eat what you like and digest it;
it, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which don't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it Is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
en-Jo-

Between the Acts. ,
"Sir," said the man in the orchestra chair, "in passing to and fro
you have ruined my silk hat."
"I cannot help that, sir," said the
other. "If you had gone out between
the acts yourself your hat would not
have suffered!" Puck.

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR

STOPS FALLING

Slrls! Try This! Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful
More Itching Scalp.

No

Within ten minutes after an appli
ation of Danderine you cannot find a
jingle trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all oyer the
scalp.
A little Danderine immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle nd

scraggy, ju&t moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time The effect is amazing your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can.have beautiful hair
and lots of It if you will just try a little Danderine. Adv.
Boost for the Sex.

CRISIS

STIRS

WILSON

TRANSPORTS AND DESTROYERS
MOBILIZE IN SOUTHERN
WATERS.
'

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington, Feb. 28 Sudden

and
aggressive action on the part of the
United States Government in the
Mexican situation was taken when the
navy transport Prairie with 700 marines on board was ordered prepared
for a start to Mexican waters at a
moment's notice. Coaling of the vessel was hurriedly completed and 400
marines from the Pensacola naval station wereadded to the 300 already on
board.

In addition to the orders to the Prairie the scout cruiser Chester was ordered to steam to Vera Cruz as
quickly as possible and left Mobile under forced draft, expecting to reach
hours.
the Mexican port in forty-eigh- t
The torpedo boat destroyers Monag-han- ,
Terry and Sterrett will leave Mobile today for Pensacola, where they
will join the destroyers Reid, Flussen
and Preston, and all six will proceed
to New Orleans.
At New Orleans the transport Hancock with 1,000 marines aboard is
making rapid preparations to sail,
probably with the six destroyers. Several tons of supplies .which reached
Pensacola were ordered reshipped at
once to the Hancock at New Orleans,
special request being made to the railroads for quick dispatch. ,
Realization of the gravity of the
Mexican situation has been forced
upon the administration by the series
of events which have followed the
murder of William S. Benton, the British subject, by Villa, and the assassination of Clemente Vergara, a citizen
of Texas, by federals at Hidalgo, Mex.
Governor Colquitt of Texas, by telegrams, has demanded that the Wilson
administration recognize one side or
the other in the Mexican situation, so
that he may take steps to apprehend
the slayers of Vergara. As a result
of Colquitt's insistence, Secretary Bryan cabled Charge O'Shaughnessey at
Mexico City to demand action by
Huerta to avenge the death of Vergara. Late yesterday following a two-hoCabinet meeting, Secretary Bryan, conferred with Sir Cecil Spring-Ricthe British ambassador. He informed him General Villa had consent-e- d
to allow the body of Benton to b
seen or examined by two representatives of the American government, two
representatives of the British government, two physicians, and the widow
and any relatives of Benton who desired to accompany the party.
ur
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DENVER TO GET U. S. BANK.

"What is the reason you never married, uncle?"
Capitol of Centennial State Reported
"I never found a girl who would
Selected for Reserve City for
have me, my dear."
Mountain Reglen.
"Say, uncle, our Bex isn't so foolish
La. The first draft of
New
Orleans,
as some men try to make out, is it?"
the plan for United States reserve
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con banks was obtained here. There will
stipation. Constipation is the cause oi. be twelve banks, the full number au
many diseases. Cure the cause and you thorized by law.
cure the disease.- - üasy to take. Adv.
Three of the banks will be in the
East,
at New York, Boston and Phil
Its Kind.
adelphia;
in the Central West, at
"This prima donna has a velvet Chicago, fourLouis,
St.
Kansas City and
voice."
Minneapolis; two in the South, at At
"Of course she has. That is where
lanta and New Orleans; one, in the
she gets her pile."
Rocky Mountain region, at Denver,
two on the Pacific coast, at Port
and
There is nothing "hypocritcal about
and San Francisco,
land
the wagging of a dog's tail

Fourth Lowest, With 14.5 Per Thous-

and

for Red Cross

"Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in

CAN

DEATH RATE IN DENVER LOW.

Aiding the Busy Editor.
n
J. C. Vincent McMaster, the
efficiency engineer of Cleveland, said in a recent lecture on scientific management:
"Carry scientific management far
enough and you not only doüble and
treble your employes work, but you
get other people to do part of your
own work also.
"Take the case of the magazine editor.
"A sonneteer, entering the editor's
office timidly, said:
"I have here, sir, a sequence of
fourteen spring sonnets which I
hope '
'"Very good,' said the editor without looking up. 'Very good. Just drop
'em in the waste basket yourself,
please. I'm busy this morning.' "
well-know-

Memphis

Highest

Washington. The general condition of the public health is good, but
there were more deaths last year than
in 1912, according to mortality statistics issued by the census bureau.
The indicated national death rate
for 1913 was 13.8. In 1912 it was 13.6
Of the states in the registration area
New York led in deaths with a rate
of 15.2 per thousand population. Minnesota was apparently the healthiest
state, the rate being only 10.7; Wisconsin being a close second with 10.9.
The same two states led in health in
1912 and New York was likewise the
state with the heaviest death roll.
Of the cities in the registration area
Memphis, Tenn., led with a death rate
of 22.9, and Richmond, Va., second,
with 22.4 occupying the same place as
in 1912. Portland, Ore., showed the
lowest death rate, with only 11
per thousand. Minneapolis and St.
Paul were ) second, with 13. Milwaukee was third with 14.2; Denver
fourth lowest, 14.5.
Death rates per 1,000 for the1 following cities were anounced:
Los Angeles, 14.9; San Francisco,
16.7; Denver, 14.5; Chicago, 17.1; Indianapolis, 16.3; Baltimore, 19.4;
Grand Rapids, Mich., 13.4; Kansas
City, Mo., 16.3; St. Louis, 16,2; Omaha,
Cincinnati, 17.2; Cleveland,
15.3;

Napoleon's Vain Struggle.
One hundred years ago the Emperor Ohio, 15.7; Columbus, Ohio, 16.2; DayNapoleon, after having fought three ton, Ohio, 16.3; Toledo, Ohio, 17; Milbattles with the allies in three suc- waukee, 14.2.

cessive days, bet Blucher himself at
No Dispute There.
Vauchamps, and, after a keenly fought
'
She So many men stay single
engagement, drove the Invaders back
with considerable loss. By the four nowadays.
engagements with the Silesian army,
He Still, as many men marry as
10
Febwomen
fought between February
Boston Transcript.
and
ruary 14, Napolon gained 18,000 prisoners whom he at oncejsent to Paris
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
in order to raise the depressed spirSend n your Films for developing. Expert
its of the populace. In that, however,
work only. The book of the Brownies free
he only succeeded imperfectly, for
""iE Denver Photo Materials Co- while Blucher was temporarily held (Eastman Kodak Co.) Denver, Colorado
in check Prince Schwartzenberg advanced up the Seine toward Paris, and
the Russians under the Emperor Alex
ander were likewise pressing steadily
forward with the French capital as
'
;
their objective.

METZ 22 M7C
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NO GUSHER
But Tells Facts About Postum.

A Wis. lady found an easy and safe
way out of the ills caused by coffee.
She says:
"We quit coffee and have used Pos

tum for the past eight years, and
drink it nearly every meal. We never
tire of it.1
"For several years previous to quit
ting coffee I could scarcely eat anything on account of dyspepsia, bloat
ing after meals, palpitation, sick head
achein fact was in such misery and
distress I tried living on hot water
and toast.
"Hearing of Postum I began drink
ing it and found it delicious. My ailments disappeared, and now I can eat
anything I want without trouble.
"My parents and husband had about
the same experience. Mother would
often suffer after eating, while yet
drinking coffee. My husband was a
great coffee drinker and suffered from
indigestion
and headache.
"
"After he stopped coffee and began
Postum both ailments left him. He
will not drink anything else now and
we have it three times a day. I could
write more but am no gusher only
state plain facts."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Write for a copy of the
"
famous little book, "The Road to
'
Postum now comes in two forms :
Regular Postum must be well
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum is a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
The cost per cup of both kinds is
about the same.
"There's a Reason", for Postum.
sold by Grocers.

m

GearleMfl Car

Glldden Tour Winner.
Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on 1
gal. gasoline; 10,000 miles on one set
tires. Metz and Cartercar Distributors
for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyo.
THE COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
Live Asenta Wanted. 1030 Bdwy Denver

Liu

LEY
INSTITUTE

COR. EIGHTEENTH

AND

CURTIS STS.

DENVER, COLO.

Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered
Motorcycle

Bargains

Used and rebuilt motorcycles.
We must sell. Guaranteed;
shipped subject to Inspection.
100 dif ferentmachines.Send for
list and catalog of the Bill X.
Thb Mead Auto Cycle Co., 14th fc Bdwy., Denvei
Western Distributors of Excelsior Autocodes

Business Furniture
Steel Filing Cabinets.
Complete Public Building Equipment Prompt
Shipments. Write for
Catalogue.
THE HINE DESK CO.,Denver, Cobrado

Well-ville.-

.

EVERYTHING FOR THE

AUTOMOBILE

j.fflíIÍE

-

1532 BROADWAY. DENVER, COLORADO

Famous
Thompson Saddles
Buy direct from the maker. Special designs to order. Send for complete,
Illustrated catalog.
W. R. Thompson Co.
Rifle

Colorado
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company
J.J.

H. B. JONES. PBB3IDBNT,
C. L. JUSTICE, Cashier,
Dr. F. B.EVANS.
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
CE. MoGINNIS, Attorney.
W. H. FUQUA,
Directors,
i

Taylor, Mgr.

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
,
on the North
--

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get your answer

Put Your Money
Where you can put your Trust, Where you know
it will be sate. . Where you can get it when you
want it.
Where it will yield you the utmost possible benefit
0

at same

We are Equipped

time ard save telegraphic delays.

To handle all your banking business promptly and
satisfactorily, and to give you free service in many
ways,

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
Local Businet
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Local Residen co
$1.50 'per mo.

1

Mrs. Sam Strong and her Harry and Claire Hughes and
brother in law, arrived Friday, Irvin Ogedn, Jr, were guests
from Solano at Miss Phoebe Rus-sel'- s
birthday party Tuesday
Frank Seidel is sending the
S A to his father at Cestos, Okla evening.
-

F 0 White was in town Friday A law suit between Fermin
Madrill and Alejandro Montoya
assessing himself.
occupied the afternoon Tuesday
in Judge Foster's Court.
The
We note that Mora County is
case was over a contract for
cited as "A representative Councaring for a herd of goats and
ty" in the Appeal taken in the was a very orderly
and peacable
"Exemption" Case regarding
trial of legal rights. E.J.H. Roy
taxes. A most righteous Judge was attorney
for the Prosecution
in Santa Fe County ruled that and P, P. Branch for
the
the exemption was taken from
the TAXABLE VALUE of property and the Supreme Court is Elmer Neil and wife, from
appealed to reverse it to the Abbott, are Visiting at the
ACTUAL VALUE. The arguI
home this week.
ment is that Mora County has
1660-odSam' Strong arrived, Wednescitizens who. have not
property
and
of
day
worth
it
$600.00
from Kansas where he has
is "Preposterous" to- exempt been visiting this winter. He is
them from paying taxes. The fat and sassy and bandsomé as
caséis brought in the name of ever. Mrs. Strong and her broth
the Assistant Attorney General er will arrive soon and take up
of a their residence on the claim.
but it bears the
well known enemy of the HomeThe Associated Press is using
steader.
the' "Soft-pedal- "
freely in announcing the attempt of the
Notice
National
Association
to persuade Congress to withAll persons are forbidden to draw the balance of the Public
dump rubbish or garbage on the Domain from Homestead entry
old dumping ground south of the and convert it into ' "Grazing
Stocit-YardThis is a part of Reserves" to be leased to the
the Roy Town Site and ciwse lots rich and influential stock mem
for Ten Year Terms at a pitare for sale.
'.
.
Roy Trust & Savings Bank. tance.
The intent of such a measure
Carl Nugen called at this cffice is too obvious to warrant an ex
Monday on l?.nd matters. He was pose, li is not new It is the
accompanied by his brother-in-law- ,
same .fight that has retarded
Wallace McGuire, of Spring civilization in every state west
of
er, who is visiting at his home. the Mississippi. It has been won
Mr. McGuire' is a prominen by the Homesteader in every
young man of Springer.
othér state. It will be heré but
it will delay civilization and make
Ranch,
Lucero
Trinidad
The
it more difficult and expensive.
Red
the
on
town
of
west
The Santa Fé Ne w Mexican is
north
Riyer breaks is for sale at a bar- the first State paper to announce
gain price. See Judge Foster the attempt and even they do it
about it if you want the greatest very timidly.. ....
land bargain ever offered in this J. M.
George was in town
region. 440 acres patented over
Monday
delivering a lot of cane
2,000 acres under fence, finest o
seed
he sold recently to the BE
water and shelter.
F. M.Co.

o

D

We welcome Your Account
However Small, Every dollar deposited, besides
standing to yonr credit, becomes prodnctive capital
for the home' community.
.

.

N

Roy Trust and
Savings Bajrvk,
The

of

ROY
IB

Kit-che- ll

d

THE HOME OF

-

Quality Groceries

ear-mar- k

Live-stoc-

s.

k

deal Grocery
Sells everything good to

eat. Our prices are
always right.
A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

F. A. ROY, Manager.
R.oy. N. M.
3E
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SHELTER FOR THE HOGS

WHITE SEASON COMING

DRESS FOR SMALL GIRL

INDICATIONS THAT SELDOM FAIL
POINT TO FACT.

Hand Embroidery on Lingerie Frocks
Will Also Be a Feature Graceful
Example Is Shown In the

Sketch Here,

A

Portable

Hog House, Wit h Chains and Singletree for Hauling.

The accompany cut, showing a portable
hog house, with chain
and singletree for hauling, can be
built very easily and cheaply, states
farmers' bulletin 666. It is constructed of 1 by 12 inch plank, with cracks
covered with batten. It is open in
front and should be placed facing the
south. The floor is 8 feet wide and 6
feet from front to back, and is nailed
to three runners or skids. The skids
may be made Of lumber or poles about
6 inches in diameter and flattened on
one side, to which the floor is nailed.
A large hole can be bored through the
front end of the outer skids so that a
chain can be fastened to them to facilitate moving the house by the use
of a team. A piece of 2 by 4 inch
material is nailed on the outer edges
of the top of floor to prevent the
house from spreading at the bottom.
Each side of the house is made of
six pieces of JL by 12 inch plank 8 feet
long, nailed to a piece of 2 by 4 lying
flat about 9 inches from the top of the
plank, another about 3
feet from
the top, and a piece of 2 by 8 nailed
edgewise about 11 inches from the
bottom. This should be braced at each
end of the underside by a right-anglblock of 2 by 8 inch material nailed to
the rail and to the side of the house.
The long piece of 2 by 8 will act as a
guard under which the young pigs
may take shelter when the sow lies
down. This will Bave many pigs from
being crushed to death.
The back of the house fits between
the two sides in a groove made by
nailing two pieces of 1 by
material lengthwise on the, inner side of
each side of the house. The house is
then "set up" on the floor and the
sides held together by nailing a short
piece of 1 by
plank across the
front and back of the house about
one and one-hafeet below the top.
This will prevent it from being blown
down by the wind or a storm. A saddle board made by nailing two pieces
of 1 by
plank together can then
be put over the ridge of the house to
keep out rain.
A house built thus can be moved on
the skids or can be taken down by removing the 1 by
brace from the
front and the back of the house. If
the house is located in an open field,
where there is danger of heavy winds,
a guy wire should be securely fastened to a stake driven deep into the
ground. This Is a precaution which
will justify the trouble required, as it
may save a litter of pigs from being
crushed in case of a storm. Such a
house can be constructed without the
"
feature, and by securely
nailing it will not need the guy wire.
Some dirt may be thrown up at the
front of the house to the level of the
floor so that young pigs may enter
without trouble. The material necessary to build this house is as follows:
by 16
Thirteen pieces 1 by
feet for sides, back and floor of house.
Nine pieces
fatten.
by 12 feet
Three pieces 2 by
for framework.
by 12 feet for
Two pieces 2 by
pig rail or guard.
e

lf

"take-down-

12-inc-

16-fe- et

h

One piece 1 by
by 16 feet for
saddle board.
Three poles for skids.
Nails.
Total, 272 board feet of lumber, 144
linear feet of batten, three poles and
the nails. As rough lumber suitable
for the construction of such a house
can usually be secured for about $12
per 1,000 in the south, the material
will cost about five dollars. This type
of house is suitable for practically all
parts of the south, as no extremely
cold weather is experienced and the
open front permits sunshine to enter
the house for several hours each day.
In case a boy cannot obtain material
to build such a house as has just been
described, he should get whatever material is available on the itarm and
build a shelter for his hogs. It can
be made out of waste planks, for any
shelter that 'will protect the hogs
from cold winds and rain and " give
them a dry bed, at the same time permitting the sun to shine in during a
portion of the day, will be quite an improvement over conditions existing on
so many farms at present.
A shelter to be used during the summer months may be made by setting
four poles or posts into the ground and
securely nailing 2 by
material
around these ' about three feet from
the ground; upon these a few light
poles may be put cross-wis- e
and straw
or coarse hay piled on top. The straw
should be piled higher in the middle
than at the edges and smoothed down
so the rain will run off. This will furnish shade during the greater part of
the day. Ño shelter should be built
where water can run under it from the
surrounding ground.
How to Figure Costs In Feeding Live

Hand embroidery will figure conspicuously in the' lingerie frocks of
the coming summer. Intimations of
this fact are quickly established In
looking over the assortment designed
for .the southern trip, and surely it
takes but little convincing to reach
the conclusion that there is nothing in
the trimming lists quite so nice as
hand work.
Especially is this true in the case
of the all white summer gowns, and,
though it may seem superfluous to say
it here, all indications point to a
"white season" that is, white is
promised unprecedented popularity.
A graceful frock is depicted in the
sketch, with hand embroidery to give
it added charm. White cotton marquisette and ratine are combined in
the model, the former being used for
the skirt and guimpe, and the latter
for the coatlike blouse and tunic.
The guimpe is softly draped and
surpliced over the bust with a turned
back fold of itself forming a little
collar around the
The sleeves
are long and gathered into a narrow
wristband, then finished with a ruffle
of scalloped embroidery.
The skirt is in two deep flounces.
The first reaches to the knees and is
fulled in at the waist with tiny pin
folds instead of gathers. The second
may be similarly fulled onto a
smooth fitting foundation. Both

knee-lengt- h

r

short-waiste-

motifs and scant gathers are evenly
distributed about the waist. Kansas
'
City Star.
COMBINATION BAG AND MUFF
Idea Evolved by Clever Woman Is
Well Worth Being Copied and Is
Easy to Carry Out.

Starting out on a shopping expedition, one woman said to her. friend:
"Aren't you going to carry your handbag?" "No," replied the other, "I
have made a bag in my muff, and it is
much more convenient' than carrying
an extra one this cold weather, and
the muff answers the purpose of both
muff and bag."
She handed the muff to her companion for Inspection, scys the Christian
Science Monitor. In it were two bags
or pockets. The first was large, being
s
the size of one side
about
muff,
and in this were slipped
of the
small packages, letters or anything
of the kind that it was necessary to
carry, and a large button securely
fastened the lap which prevented anything from slipping out.
On the outside of this large pocket
was a small one for holding a little
pocketbook and keys. This was also
fastened with a large button and buttonhole, so that the contents of the
pocket were secure and this saved the
carrying of a handbag, which was a
great convenience and enabled the
owner of the muff to keep both hands
protected.
two-third-

Stock.

The grain and other feeds grown on
the farm where they are fed should be
charged to stock at the market value
at the farm, which is the price at the
elevator, minus the cost of hauling.
This is the result of seven years' experience in studying farm cost accounting problems in the section of
farm economics of the department of
agriculture)
The object of cost accounting is to
show an analysis of the entire farm
business; and the relative profitableness of each enterprise, as well as the
relative costs, should be made clear.
If the farmer is to learn the truth
about the cost of his corn, oats, hay
and other feedable products, he must
do considerable figuring and have a
good understanding of farm cost accounting methods. On the other hand,
the market values of grains and other
feedable products serve as a common
standard from which any farmer may
easily figure the cost of feeding them
to live stock. The market price at
the farm is the only logical, as well as
the easiest, method to follow. If live
stock are essential for profitable farming in so many sections, why should
the live stock enthusists figure to
eliminate the profits of crop growing,
so that the live stock may appear
more profitable?

Such a simple style as this may be
made up in almost any dress material.
Our model is in brown cashmere,
trimmed with straps of spotted foulard
in two shades of blue. The bodice,
which is
is cut Magyar,
and is attached to a waistband to
which the ekirt ft also joined.

Marquisette and. Ratine.
have a scalloped and dotted border of
embroidery worked in white floss, and
the upper flounce is lifted and draped
a trifle under a velvet bow. - The
ratine blouse has elbow length kimono
sleeves simply finished with a narrow
turnback facing of self material. The
blouse fronts are left widely open,
disclosing the surpliced guimpe, and
are finished with lapelá and a collar
of itself. Stenciled rose motifs are
embroidered across the loer surface
.
of fronts and sleeves.
The short tunic that dips toward
space left bethe back has a
tween its front edges at the waistline,
but they are drawn together and cross
each other at the lower edge. This is
Icalloped and embroidered with rose
..

(

Brighten and Clean Your Furs.
"Many find that as they wear their
furs the fur is apt to become sodden
looking arid 'dull. A good way to remedy this is to hang them out in the air,
then take a whiskbroom, dip it into
grain alcohol and brush vigorously the
wrong way of the fur. Sometimes a
comb helps. to loosen up the matted
parts. Use plenty of alcohol and brush
until every inch has been covered always brushing the wrong way of the
fur. Let them hang until they become
thoroughly dried, pounding them occasionally with the flat side of the whiskbroom. When well aired, brush with a
stiff bru6h the right way."

five-inc- h

Fur Butterflies.
Butterflies of fur in contrast is a
new notion in muff s leopard on seal,
seal on ermine, wired to stand out,
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DESIGNED TO FLY ACROSS THE ATLANTIC
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FOR BREAKFAST TABLE
POPULAR

Sunken Ships Sometimes Yield
Very Rich Treasures.

Mel-born-

DELICIOUS

IN

Wheat and Buckwheat Both Excellent
Served Steaming From the GriddleWaffles, Properly Pre-

Lucky Investment by Melbourne Firm
In French Bark Brought Concern
$50X30 for $1,840 Treasures
on British Coast
London. Another instance of lucky
speculation In wrecks has been provided, a Melbourne firm having bought
a disabled ship for $1,840 and found
that it was worth $60,000. The ship
was the Jean Bart, a French bark of
1,981 tons net, and she was saved from
entire destruction and towed into harbor after lying a battered wreck for
two months.
, The bark was on a voyage from
Antwerp' to Wallaroo, laden with 3,000
tons of pig Iron and coke, when she
ran aground on Waudang island, in
Spencer gulf, South Australia. Her
hold quickly filled, and it was soon
Impossible to float her. For two
months she was In this condition, the
whole after part of the ship being under water. Her captain cabled to his
owners In France for orders and received a reply to the effect that she
should be sold at auction.
A number of Australian, firms sent
representatives to inspect the wreck,
but none of them thought that it was
worth while to buy. It was confidently
stated that salvage was hopeless, but
J. Bell & Co., grain merchants of Melbourne, made a bid, and the wreck
was sold for $1,840. Some critics
laughed and remarked that they were
paying for a hold full of water which
could not be raised. Messrs. Bell said
nothing, but engaged a diver to inspect the vessel, and then, the news
became known that the damage to thé
bark was only slight. A hole a little
more than a foot in diameter had been
torn in. the bows and the diver reported that this could easily be repaired.
Work was begun at once, the water
was pumped out of the hold after the
hole had been plugged up, and after
the vessel was thus lightened she was
towed oft and beached. After that
further repairs were carried out, so
e
that the ship could be brought to
to be docked. The work was
successful. In spite of a strong gale
right ahead the vessel was towed by
a powerful tug to her destination and
now it is seen that the value of the
ship and cargo is over $60,000. It is
believed that before long the Jean
Bart will be sailing the sea again, for
she is very little damaged.
At Lloyds a newspaper representative was informed that though this is
regarded as one of the plums of the
business, there have been several similar ones. "Round the shores of Britain every year," said a marine broker, "there is a large number of
wrecks which would yield a large prof-I- t
to any enterprising buyer provided
he had the necessary facilities to sell
or dispose of the property.
"Some time ago a steamer was
wrecked off Torkshire, and the buyer
was a man who knew little about such
matters, but he bought the vessel for
about $1,500. It was not a big ship,
but she had a valuable cargo on board,
and It was feared that the bottom had
been ripped oat of the ship and the
cargo lost. In the cargo was a large
number of pictures. Few firms cared
to touch the business, and the underwriters let it go for the sum stated.
But the ship was inspected and
raised, and then, to the surprise of
everybody, the cargo was discovered
to be little worse for its immersion.
The property sold for nearly $50,000.
"There was another case a year or
so ago .of a ship which was wrecked
with a valuable cargo on the coast of
Africa. She was given up as hopeless and sold for a song. The' new
owner took a sporting chance knowing the value of the cargo of charter

CAKES

COLD WEATHER.

pared, Delicious.

Wheat Griddle Cakes Sift Into a
large mixing bowl one quart of flour,
three teaspoonfuls of baking powder
and a scant teaspoonful of salt Beat
until very light two eggs, add one
of molasses and a pint of
milk; mix well, and very gradually
blend the liquid into the flour. Beat
the batter vigorously until it is full
of air bubbles, add two tablespoonfuls
of melted butter, beat again and pour
into a pitcher. Bake immediately on
a heated griddle. The cakes must be
served as fast as they are baked, as
even the lightest cakes will spoil if
allowed to stand and steam in an oven.
If the batter seems too thick a little
more milk may be added, as the thickening quality of the flour and the size
of the eggs may vary.
Waffles Beat the yolks of three
eggs until light, add one pint of milk
and gradually blend the liquid into
three cupfuls of flour that has been
sifted with two teaspoonfuls of baking powder and one teaspoonful of
salt; give the whole a good beating,
and when it is very Bmooth add one
tablespoonful of melted butter and
the stiffly whipped egg whites. Bake
in
waffle irons that have
been thoroughly heated.
Buckwheat Cakes-- Put
into a stone jar with a rather
narrow neck one teaspoonful of salt,
r
cupfuls of
three and
buckwheat flour and one teaspoonful
of molasses. Then slowly mix in a
quart of water from which the chill
has been taken, and half a cake of
compressed yeast that has been dissolved' In two tablespoonfuls of tepid
water. Beat the batter until smooth
and very light, cover the top of the jar
with a saucer and stand in a fairly
warm place overnight (about 65 degrees). In the morning dissolve half
a teaspoonful of baking soda in two
tablespoonfuls of hot water, stir this
into the buckwheat batter, beat thoroughly and bake Immediately on a hot
griddle. A cupful of this batter may
be saved and added to the cakes of
tomorrow, Instead of using fresh yeast
and may be continued for a number
of mornings if these cakes are frequently served.
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First sketch of the gigantic hydroplane being built to carry out Rodman
Wanamaker's plan of crossing the ocean this summer. The hydro was designed by Glenn Curtiss and will have a boat hull 35 feet long, entirely inclosed. The
motor will be put right up in the bow.
ing a ship and safflng out to the
wreck. He succeeded in raising her
and towed her to Gibraltar. Here the
cable parted and she was lost for two
days, but ultimately was found again
and brought to the Thames. That
ship is still sailing the seas under another name, and the owner made his
fortune out of the deal.
"Few people have any idea that we
have scores of. wrecks lying around
our shores. In some cases they are
entirely abandoned to anyone who
cares to take the "pickings," but in

others they have been sold to local
firms for a small sum. Even the
amount of iron and wood in some hulls
would pay for the cost of salvage. One
easily remembers the fate of the
Oceana, which went down off Folk
stone; the Manratta, on the Goodwins, and the Preussen. From the
Lizard one can see quite a number of
wrecks on the coast line, and it has
often been suggested that if these
boats were salved systematically a
profitable business could be built up
in that way."

SEEK AN EDUCATION
"Most of the immigrapts in recent
Immigrants Keenly Interested in years
have little kinship with the old-

Children's Schooling.
Foreigners Conspicuously Obedient to
School Attendance Laws Says U.
S. Commissioner of Education
Dr. P. P. Claxton.

Washington. Thát immigrants are
keenly interested in schooling for their
children, or at least conspicuously obelaws, is the
dient to
declaration of Dr. P. P. Claxton, Unit-eStates commissioner of education
"The least illiterate of our population
children of forare the native-boreign parents," says Doctor Claxton, in
a bulletin on education for immigrants
just Issued. "The illiteracy among the
parents is
children of native-borgreat
as
that among
three times as
native-borchildren of foreign parents."
Doctor Claxton reviews the whole
problem of education for immigrants,
in and out of school. "To the people
of no other country is the problem of
so much importance as to the people
of the United States. No other country has so many men, women and children coming to its shores every year
from all parts of the world.
"Many of those who have come to
us in recent years are from countries
having very meager provisions for
public education. According to the
federal census of 1910, more than 25
populaper cent, of the foreign-borilliterate,
tion of three states was
from 15 to 25 per cent, of five states,
from 10 to 15 per cent, of 11 states,
and from .five to ten per cent, of 21
states.
school-attendanc-
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er stocks of our population, either in
blood, language, methods of thought,
traditions, manners or. customs; they
know little of our political and civic
life, and are unused to our "social
ideals; their environment here is
wholly different from that to which
they have been accustomed. Strangers to each other, frequently from
countries hostile to each other by tradition, of different speech and creeds,
they are thrown together, strangers
among strangers, in a strange country,
and are thought of by us only as a
conglomerate mass of foreigners.
"Immigrant education Is not alone
the question of the school education
of children.
The millions of adult
men and women, and of children older
than the upper limit of the compulsory
age, must be looked
after; they must be prepared for
American citizenship and for participation in our democratic industrial,
social and religious life; they must
be given sympathetic help in finding
themselves in their new environment
and in adjusting themselves to their
new opportunities and responsibilities.
The proper education of these people
is a dúty which the nation owes to
itself and to them. If can neglect this
duty only to their hurt and its own
peril."
.
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Wolves Devour Child.
La 'Coquille, France. A little girl
returning from school was devoured
by a pack of wolves which were
driven out of the neighboring woods
'
by the cold.
'

Always thought dentistry beat

terfelting.
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Dressings Without Eggs.
While eggs are so expensive and
salads so essential in the average
home, one should know of different
salad dressings which lose none of
their fine flavor if eggs are not inOne may use olive oil or
cluded.
butter for the purpose. It should be
boiled with red pepper and celery
seed, then strained. Replace it in the
vessel when strained and to it add
the desired amount of salt, sugar and
mustard, with a fourth teaspoonful of
cornstarch to a small quantity of
dressing to give it the smooth effect
obtained with eggs. Beat this with
an egg beater, add a very small quantity of vinegar and, when possible,
the least bit of whipped cream. The
secret of an exceptionally delicious
mayonnaise is the vinegar used. It
is spiced and sweetened with brown
sugar, and strained for use. It gives
that flavor over which one is certain,
to wonder "what can it be" and yet
cannot discover the secret.
Polish.
Tea water is a capital cleanser for
varnished and stained woodwork.
This may be made by pouring boiling
water on spent tea leaves, straining
the liquid afterward through a piece
of muslin and using it with two
cloths one to loosen the dirt, for tea
water does this quickly, and the other to remove any remaining smear
where dirt is not entirely cleaned off,.
Tea-Wat-
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Clayton Citizen is presenting a series of very interesting articles anentt the Tax Problems of today and other inexcusable and absolutely uncalled
for mistakes and grafts that ignorance, inefficiency and crimi
nality, have foisted upon the
state of New Mexico,
'

Church Directory

years to come merely because a
lot of political charlatans so
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
manipulated affairs in the begin
Meets each Sunday at 10. A. M.
mngthat their balance is "In
Scnool house. Your presence
at
the red" ever since and the pres
ent generation will hardly see it is necessary.
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
out.
Do you realize by what a nar
CATHOLIC
row margin we escaped the same
Mass once each month at the
sort. of slavery. Had not Providence raised up the right man Catholic Church. Dates announc
for the" first Governor of New ed in advance.
Mexico the history of Oklahoma's Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,
Statehood would have been repeated in New Mexico with variations o suit the greed of those
Presbyterian
who have made their last stand
Sermon every third Sunáay
against modern civilization in this
last of the Wild and Wooly Ter- at 7.30 P.M. at Roy School house.

M.D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.

Ry.

,

is interesting reading and ritories,
the sooner a newspaper in every
community gets busy along the Notice to Hunters & Trappers
same line the less penalty we
will be obliged to pay
if ,only Please take warning that any
honest capable men are allowed one carrying a gun for any pur
in office hereafter. These crook- pose, even for the shootinsr of
ed politicians are not numerous rabbits and of hawks, must have
and if all the honest citizens a hunting license. Up to this
would keep alive to the situation, date the following persons only
elect only the right men and then are authorized to carry guns
see that they, filled the offices P. A. Barnett, W. L. Kellev
efficiently there could be no Oliver Kershner, Johnie Davis
graft and roctonness. There is Any other persons carrying guns
positively no reason why the in this section are doing so il
public should allow their hired legally, and are subject to the
servants to domineer over them. penalties prescribed by law. All
When a man is elected to office hunting licenses issued now are
who has not sense enough to know good until Jan. 1st 1915. If you
his place and keep it, the recall wish the privilege of carrying a
ought not to be necessary to rid pun, get your license at once and
the office of such' an incubus. avoid any trouble. Bird licenses
Disregard of some laws on the are $1.00 Big game $1.00, general
part of citizens as they are dis licences, $1.50. Call and get a
regarded by some officers would copy of the game la ws.
go a long way toward establish
Al. S. Hanson,
ing better conditions.
Deputy Game Warden
It is time now for all the people to get together regardless of
For Sale: Young mare wt.
party affiliations and nominate 1200 lbs. well broke, gentle
and
and elect men who have not been true to pull. Price right.
connected with the crookedness
Wallace Cbadderdon.
of the past and who would esMills, N. M,
tablish and maintain a modern
practical and efficient form of
The
for' local news and
administration of county affairs
high-clasJob Work!
and help the State Administration
in its efforts to right the wrongs

It
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Lodge Directory

The

Physician and Surgeon
Office

At

Residence

A. S. HANSON

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Col.
Homestead Lodge, No. 46

MILLS

I. O. O. F.
Visiting members always welcome
Olin Leach.
T. F. Self.
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

;

Satisfaction
G'r'nVd

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24. D. of R.
Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always welcome.

N. G.

Mrs. Beckie Goodman
Miss

Grace

V.

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. U. O. F. Hall. Roy, N. M.

Collins, vSecy .

F. H. FOSTER

Uiiited States
Commissioner
FILINGS-

- CONTESTS

CampNo.14361

PROOFS

ETC.

Office with

Modern Woodmen
of America

Spanish-America-

Koyi

n.

New Mex.

:

Geo. Hart
JEWELRY

Watch and clock repairing

a specialty,
HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Also Second-Han-

Goods

d

Bought and Sold

At-tenti- on

S. Durrir),

T. F. SELF

P. O. WHITE

s

While we are busy with meas
ures to right the wrongs that
exist íd New Mexico, and we
Frompt and Careful
would not for a moment ask any
Given all Business
manto desist from denouncing
Entrusted to Me.
assessment laws and methods and
ROY
all the other Legislative outrages
New Mex.
upon
have
foisted
been
us at
that
the beginning of Statehood, yet D.
we want to urge on you the reasons for gratitude that it is no
flttorrjey at Law
U. S. CcmrQissicner
worse. The example of Oklahoma is still a lesson we may
Solapo, N. M
benefit from. Political graft and
crime run riot in that state at
the beginning of statehood and
e
Roy-Cafwas unchecked until the state
was plunged so deep into debt Mrs. Ida E. Watson, Prop.
and mismanagement that it will First Class Meals. Good
Rooms.
take many years yet for the
Competent Service.
honest citizens of the state to
Great-Weiter- n
Block,
pay it out and taxes that prohibit
Roy,
N. M.
a prudent man trom settling in

""MHwnMHIH

ROY, NEW MEXICO

A.

J. B. Lusk;,
Attorney
at Law

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Rüssel, Pastor.

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.
Service, i A. M.. 7.30. P. M.
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.

'

of the past.

Professional Cards

All Work

Eyeglasses

fitted. All work Guaran,

teed,

Royt

N. Mex

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

Guaranteed

Oriental Hotel
(Mrs. 'Bina Maldonado
and Daughters, Proprietors,
"

.

New Management, Refurnished
Large
Good Meals,
Thruout,
airy Rooms.

Roy. New Mexico

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care In all matters.

W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH
licensed Embalmer

Funeral Director
PHONE 116

t

:

TUCUMCARI,

K. M.

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent serviow rendered m all land matters.
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BRYAN REFUSED

All Used Up?

H

1

MURDER FACTS

Ever feel that you can go no fubrought new life and strength to thoumuBt have rest for that "Everp Picture
sands of despairing men and women,
lame and aching back relief from that
and there is nothing in the remedy to
Tells
dead-tirefeeling? .
cause any harm or start a
CARRANZA SAYS HE'LL TELL U.S. constant,
habit. '
Have you suspected your kidneys?
NOTHING ABOUT BENTON
Here's the best of proof testimony;
Kidney disease shows itself in backfrom a grateful user.
EXECUTION.
ache, nervous troubles and disorders
of the kidney secretions.
If tired,
DOCTORS' TREATMENT
worried, lame, rheumatic, dizzy and
nervous don't let a possible weakness
FAILED
the kidneys escape attention until
PROBERS TRAIN HALTED of
Colorado Man Tellt a Story of Awful
it turns into a case of gravel, dropsy
Suffering.
or Bright's disease.
Sick kidneys go from bad to worse.
L. M. Drake, 232 Elatt St., Denver, Colo.,
Their
useful work of filtering the blood
says: "I was so bad with kidney complaint
ON
WILL MAKE REPORT
that I thought I was going to die. My feet
is only partly done. Poisons that
were terribly swollen and I couldn't wear
OF BAUCH, AN
should be passed out with the kidney
my shoes. My limbs swelled too and my
heart wasn t Just right: I often had to gasp
secretions are held in the blood, cirAMERICAN.
for breath.
For months I couldn't work
culating freely, attacking muscles,
and I couldn't hobble a block without sitnerves and vital organs. The kidneys
ting down to rest. For several days there
wouldn't be a free flow of the kidney secre- -'
inflame, swell and throb, and that is
tions and the passages were terribly scaldWestern Newspaper Union News Service.
the cause of sharp pains in the back,
ing. Doctors didn't help me and one remedy after another failed. A relative wrote
or that dull, constant heavy ache.
Nogales, Sonora, Méx., March 2.
me to use Doan's Kidney Pills and the first
Kidney
quick
help
Doan's
use
For
box brought wonderful relief. , The kidney
Gen. Carranza declined Saturday to
secretions got all right and the swelling
Is
remedy
kidney
No
used
Pills.
other
give information to the State Departwent down. In a short time I went back
so generally. Take
and
recommended
to work In good health. Doan's Kidney Pill
ment at Washington regarding the them when you feel the first bad
alone cured me and the cure has been persubmanent. I hope that other kidney sufferer
killing at Juarez of the British
'IVhat will help my back t"
backache, or see the first disturbance
will read about my experience and glv
the
ject, William S. Benton. At
of the kidney secretions, Doan's have
Doan'a Kidney Pijls a trial."
same time he gave assurances to Secretary Bryan that he would investigate the disappearance near Juarez of
the Name"
When'YourBack Is Lame-KemeGustav Bauch, an American citizen.
This strongly defiant stand came
after three days of negotiation between the American secretary of state
B..OedeóIMce.50 cents.
Oíd if
Co' Buffalo. It'Y. froprietow.
and the Constitutionalist commander
In chief, through Frederick Simpich,
o
American consul at Nogales, and
No Argument.
Slave to His Opinions.
forsecretary
of
Fabela, acting
apropos of a war
Carnegie,
Andrew
Representative
Carter Glass, the
proviseign relations in Carranza's
advocate, told a New York reporter a promoter of the new currency bill,
ional Cabinet.
little story.
was talking about a man who had
Until then General Carranza had re"The argument of this war advo- wrong-headeideas on finance.
. Cut out cathartics and purgatives. They an
mained silent regarding his stand on cate the argument that warfare per"I argued with him for two hours," uiuioi, it dial it uiiucucasdi y. i iy
the request of Secretary Bryan made fects a man's character, for example
said Representative Glass. '"I laid all CARTER'S LITTLE
three days ago for information of Ben- are just as sénseless as that of the the facts before him. But it was n LIVER PILLS
ton's death.
IPADTCrjíf
Bullfrog
Purely vegetable. Act
use. He was obstinate, hopelessly
gently on the liver.
Another message arrived from Sec"The sheriff of Bullfrog told a
eliminate bile, and
WHITTLE
retary Bryan in which he requested
that, since he had already killed
Mr. Glass frowned and shook his soothe the delicate Jr
.Jr I II lilpvn
dismembrane of the. f
Immediate information about the
urv
seven men, he must cease to go armed. head. Then he ended:
bowel. Core
II di e
,J
appearance of Bauch. Carranza's reConslipstion,
"'What!' roared the
"An obstinate man, you know, does
Biliouiness,
plies were made to both queries at the 'What, me not go armed? And every not hold opinions they hold him."
Sick Head
docuform
of
in
the
and
time
same
little Bullfrog wild flower has a pistol
ache and Indigestion, as millions know.
ments translated into English.
and shoots!"'
Let Dean's' Mentholated Cough Drops re- SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
The stand was' taken by the revolulieve you of that cough and stop the
t
Genuine must bear Signature
tionary leader that the death of Ben- ERUPTION ON
throat irritation 5c at Drug Stores.
ANKLE
BURNED
ton, a Briton, should be taken up
through the diplomatic channels of his
Fair play is all a man wants, proKingsville, Mo. "My trouble began vided he can be the judge of
country.
its faireighteen years ago. Nearly half of ness,
AND
The fact that England has recogHOWARD E, BURTON A83AYER
sores
running
were
time
CHEMIST
the
there
government
nized the Huerta central
Specimen prices: Gold, Silver, Lead, $1; Gold, Sumy ankle; sometimes it would
Putnam Fadeless Dyes make no rer,
was not mentioned in the document, around
76c; (told, 60c; Zlno or Copper, II. Mailing envelbe two years at a time before they muss. Adv.
opes and full price list sent on application. Silvei
Commissioners Denied Admission.
mounted (scarf pins, hat pins, enff but"rosettes"
were healed. There were many nights
tons, etc.) LEADViLUt, cot. Bet. Carbonate Nat. Bank.
Juarez, Méx. The Benton investi- I did not sleep because of the great
If you want to hear powerful langating commission Sunday was pre- suffering. The sores were deep run- guage
Watson E.Co1niiiTi,Waiihk
ask a barber what he thinks of
Books free. 11 Ikb
vented from proceeding to Chihuahua ning ones and so sore that I could not a safety razor.
PATENTS IngUm.D.C.
st references. Bant resulta
by
body
to examine the slain Briton's
bear for anything to touch them.
rebel orders. Col. Fidel Avila, mili- They would burn all the time and
fPHE change may be critical and cause untold
suffering in after-liftary commander here, declined to per- sting like a lot of bees were confined
The modern -- young
' "hich atrnno?"
nervpa"
in
woman
"hnnrll
a
often
of
passenregular
to
board
mit them
the
around my ankle. I could not bear to
emotional
blue and
spells
frequently
'fainting
ger train which was waiting. An au- scratch it, it was always so sensitive
oucn
wun
De neipea
tue.
gins
snouia
aissausnea
thoritative admission to this effect to the touch. Í could not let my
over this distressing stage in life by a woman's
flispelled reports that the commission clothes touch it. The skin was very
tonic and nervine that has proven successful for
was halted on orders from Washing- red. I made what I called a cap out
over 40 years.
ton. Whether the incident means de- of white felt, blotting-pape- r
and soft
lay or the permanent prohibition of white cloth to hold it in shape. This
the mission could not be learned. The I wore night and day.
jrder came as a surprise to the com"I tried many remedies for mosjt of
Villa at Chihuahua has the eighteen years with no effect.
missioners.
is a keen enemy to the physical weaknesses of woman: A medicine prepared by
repeatedly expressed his desire to Last summer I sent for some Cuticura regular graduated phyBician of unusualexperience in treating woman's diseases
hasten the inquirV, and his. offer of a Soap and Ointment. The very first carefully adapted to work in. harmony Vkh th most delicate feminine conatitutioa.
special train to take the mission from time I used Cuticura Soap and OintIt it now obtainable in liquid or
tablet' form ' at ' the
Jruff atore or aend 50 one-ceata
it for a trial box, to Buffalo.,
this city to Chihuahua, where Ben- ment I gained relief; they relieved the
ton's body is said to be buried, was pain right then. It was three months Every woman may write folly and confidentially to
Dr. fierce and his staff of physicians and Specialists
formally accepted by Marion Letcher, from the time I commenced using
at the Invalids' Hotel and Sursrical Institute. Buffalo. "
the American consul there.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment until the N. Y.. and may be sure that her case will receive care
conscientious, confidential consideration, and that
sores were entirely healed. I have ful,
experienced medical advice will be given to her free.
Midwest-FrancCo.
in $20,000,000
not been troubled since and my ankle
Denver. Announcement of the or- seems perfectly well." (Signed) Mrs. DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS regulatm ,
and iniiifOMU ilemacA, fiver and ooivefs.
ganization of the Midwest Refining Charles E. Brooke, Oct. 22, 1912.
arar coaita, tiny granate eay to lamt as cana.
Company, a $20,000,000 corporation,
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
md the completion of plans whereby throughout the world. Sample of each
DISTEMPER
For
the new concern takes over the refin- free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postCATARRHAL FEVER
PINK-EYAND
ALL NOSE
ing business of the Midwest Company card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
AND THROAT DISEASES
ind the Franco Petroleum Company,
Cures the tick and acts as a preventive for others. Liquid given on the
Not Profane.
both operating in the Salt Creek field
tongue.
Safe for brood marea and all others. Best kidney remedy; 50c and
Alpenver.
you
to
in
build
yourself
"Wouldn't
jf Wyoming, was made
like,
$1 a bottle; $5 and $10 a dozen. Sold by all druggists and horse goods
recottage
Company
by
a
mill?"
Oil
the
romantic
though the Midwest
houses, or sent, express paid, by the manufacturers.
"Not by a dam site."
tains its lands and contracts for the
SPOHN MEDICAL CO., Chemists. GOSHEN, INDIANA
in the Salt
Ml of other producers
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Dreek field, the organization and oper:
I fifi If Something new. Agents 510 day, straight
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
arj to right agent to sell greatest article evet
ition of the Midwest Refining Com- white
invented.
The Midget Collapsible Garment hanger
Lal Best Cough Byrup Tute, Good. Use
clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
pany virtually means the consolidation
for men, women and children, carry in vest pocket.
Pocket book. Send 5c sample outut. Satisfaction or
intime. Sold by Druggists.
Bf the Midwest Oil Company and the
money refunded. iHdjeio,., sos Kawton St., StttUt.Kuk,
An excess of "bracers" will unbrace
Company.
Franco Petroleum
Anybody.
DENVER, NO. 101914,
W. N,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

Q
i

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Santa Fe N M,

r

0

N.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at layton, N. M.r

Notice is hereby given that Elizabeth
N. M. who on
March 23, 1907, made HE No.
for NEf Section 3, Town
ship 19 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P.
MeridiaD has filed notice of intention
to make Five Year Proof , to establish
claim to the land above described, be'
U. S. Commissioner
D.S.
Durrin, at his office, at Solano, N. M.
on the 27th day of March, 1914.
the 6 day of Mayl914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. Criswell, ' Dortha S.Hickel
Harriet
E B Cropp,
Turner Pender, P A Powell
William Bowman,
Earnest Choate,
'
Francis M Hughes
Francisco Chavez
J M Howe, B W Sturgis,
R. W. Boulware
All of Sanchez N M,
all of Solano, N. M.
All of Roy, N.M.
Francisco Delgodo
'
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
7
4
Register,
Regis ter,
Register,

March came in gentle enough
but the bHzzard of Tuesday was
anything but gentle. Snow and
high wind gave a good immitatiori
of winter even if it was not very
cold. Trains were delayed by
the drifts in tthe cuts and most
houses were treated to a cleaning
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in the attic whee the finé snow
blew in thru the shingles,
Department of the Iuterior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
The candidates for the Roy
Feb. 27. 1914,
Notice
hereby
is
given
receivtha JoseDolores
Postoffice appointment all
Mosquero
N M, who on
ed their grades' last week. They Archuleta, of
Feb. 6, 1911, made HE, Serial No.
are all well within the limit of 012788, for Lots 1 ard 2 and
Si
eligibility and are waiting patient NEÍ Section 5, Township
16
ly to see where the lightning N, Range 29 E, N M P Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
will strike.
3--

land above described before Mrs Elvira
A big automobile bearing four G Stanton, U. S
Commissioner, a.
passengers and an Adv. for the Mosquero N M on the 7 day of May
'
(Raton Realty Co. stopped in Roy 1914,
,
Sunday night going on Monday, Claimant names as witnesses:
Nicolas Chaves,
One of the Harmon boys was Joso Eliso Griego
Galindie,
Jacinto
Chaves
Donato
with the company.
.

All of Mosquero N M
Paz Val verde,

'

3.7

4--

Notice

for Publication

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office, Clayton, M M
Feb 11 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Jesse C
Grinstead of Mills, N M who, on Dec.
16 1908, made Homestead entry 95948,
Serial No 02495) for SEJ Section 4,
Twp, 21 N Range 26 E,N M P Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
Five-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before W 11
Willcox U S Commissioner at his of
6th day of
fice. In rov N M on the
May, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses.
Herbert Mericle Manford S Bentley,
Jesse E La Rue
Albert ? Pate,
M
N
all of Mills
Paz Valverde,

State

New Mexico,
Jss
County of Mora
Fourth Judicial District.
of

George 0, Cable
Plaintiff,
vs.

--

.

No2279

May cable,

Defendant.

'

In the District Court.

e

fcj

Notice For Publication.

Register:

Notice For Publication

Feb: 11, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Lemuel
L Reed, of Solano, N. M, who, on
Apr. 17, 1911made Adl HE, Recpt. No
752192, Serial No. 013148 for the SEJ,
Section 27,
Twp. 20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notico of intention
to make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above describ
ed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S, Com
missioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
on the 24th day of April 19J4.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Ben W Sturgis
James W Johnson
M.
of Roy, N.
Jose J Garcia,
Joseph G Reed,
of Solano, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

-

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
at Clayton, N. M.

U. S. Land Office,

Feb. 13 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Levi A.
Brown, of Roy, N. M. who on Feb. 15
1908, made HE, 23289 Serial No. 06358
forSWiSec. 19, Twp 21 N Rg 27E
N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five Year proof, to establish claim to the land aboye descri
bed, before U. S. Commissioner F. H.
Foster at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the 24, day of April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
T. M. Ogden,
Charles E Kidd
W B Harptr,
C F Williams,
all of Roy, N.M.
Paz Valverde,
Resrister.

Register,

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M.

Notice for Publication

seem meet and proper.- Department of Interior.
You are further notified that unClem Wlliiams was in town
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
less you enter or, cause to be entered",
crates
several
Tuesday
with
Feb. 11,1914.
again
your appearance in said cause on or
of eggs and bragging on his hens before the 13th day of April, A. D, Notice is hereby given that Newbern N
who on
He is certainly making a success 1914, judgement by default and decree Durrett of Solano, Se.N.M.
0
Nos
made
HE
of the poultry business and gets pro confesso will be ent ered against
&
7
sec7
NEJ,
sec.
NWi
SJ
SJ
forSEi
the price for over 100 doz. a week you.'Plaintiff's attorney is W. J, Lucas, Sec 8, Twp, 19N Rg 27E N M P. M.
filed notice of intention to make
whose post office address is East Las has
Mahoney
in
Year Proof to establish claim to
Three
drives
Jack
Mrs,
'
Vegas, New Mexico.
above described, before F, H
land
the
every morning from the farm
Commissioner at Roy,
U.S.
Foster,
Tito Melendez,
with her little daughters to keep Seal
6
Clerk of the Court, N. M. on the day of May, 1914.
11

05861-01337-

them in school. It is a hard task
but then those kids are worth it.
They will be grown up all too

Feb. 11, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Bernardino
Sanchez, of Roy, N, M. who on Jany.
11 1910 made HE. No.
il
25,
14573 Serial No.
for Lots
7,
10
11
and NE1 SEJ
5, 6,
and 12; 9,
Sec. I Twp 20 N Rg 25 E. N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Five Year Froof , to
establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox U. S.
Commissioner, at his office, Roy, N,M
on the 23 day of April 1914.
1907-Apr-

04461-01105- 9,

as

witnesses,
Claimant names
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manzanares
Irvin Ogden, Sr Trinidad Lucero Tomas
Charles J Burton
Ring Denoted Physician.
Sanchez,
Frank
Hernandez
Alejandro
Sherman Troupe,
Previous to the sixteenth century Jose Garcia
all of Roy, N.M.
,
wouldnt do every physician in Europe wore a ring
All, of Solano, N. M.

to letthem miss a day's schooling
now.

fore

Paz Valverde,

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Durrin is enthusiastic over the
The said Defendant, May Cable,
prospect of getting the Solano
will take notice that a suit has been
straightened out and as commenced
town-sitagainst her in the District
sures us they will soon be hóme- - Court of the Fourth Judical District
ctpnrlincr'
lots on the old of the State of New Mexico, sitting
town
ww '
VVWMMQ
town-site- .
A few good boosters within and for the County of Mora,
Plaintiff, George O. Cable,
like him with a fair chance would wherein the
prays for an absolute divorce from the
bring that old town out of the rut said Defendant, and for such other
and set her going again.
aud further relief as to the Court may

it

0452-1655- 1,

Department of the Interior,,
"
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Dec. 29, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Ben W
Cherry, fortheheirs of Amos J. Cherry
deceased, of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE 06743 No. 24674, for WJ SEJ,
and Ei SW1, Sac. 10 Twp. 21 N. Rng.
26E. N M P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Five Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
M. on the 20th day of March, 1914,
Claimant names as witnesses.
J. E. Russell,
J. H. Mahoney,
H. A, Russell,
J. L. Swaim,
Registe
All of Roy, N, M.

Register.

4

Notice for Publication

soon anyway and

J, Hepburn, of Solano,

4--

year proof, to establish claim to the

Attorney D. á. Durrin was m
Roy Wednesday in company with
Mr. Westphal of Solano and a
welcome visitor at this office. Mr

Dec. 29,1913.

:

.

Elmer Evans mailed us a check
this week for a yeai more. He
is at Deming and too busy to tell
us anything about himself but
he had time to say á kind word
for our style of running a newspaper.

Department of the Interior. '
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M. ,

;

Feb. 28th 1914,
F9b. 11,1914.
Notice is hereby given that Inez Howe
Notice is hereby given that James C
of Sanchez, N M, whoon Jan 11, 1911 Hoskins of Roy, N. M. who, on Sept
made HE No, 014777, for N NWJ Sec, 11, 1907, made he Serial 05443 No
Karl Guthman came down from 35,
and Nj NE Section 4,
19814 for SE
Section 15, Township
"Dawson Friday to visit his wife Twp, 15
N, Range 24 E, N M P, 20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
and baby and the rest of the Meridian, has filed notice of intention has filed notice of intention to make
líe to make three year proof, to establish final five year proof, to establish
folks out at the homestead.
be
returned Saturday to Dawson claim to the land above described, be- claim to the land above described,
fore G H Buxton, U S Commissioner fore F. H. Foster U. S. ' Commis
and his wife went to Tucumcari
at his office at Buxton, N M, on sioner, at his office at Roy, N. "M. on
for a visit.
"
the 16th day of April, 1914.

Mr. Galey foreman of the T.E
Mitchell ranch was in town Sun
day.

Notice for Publication,

on his finger as an indication of his

profession.

Paz Valverde,
Register.

Paz Valverde,
Register,

THE

MBS"

sour stomach,

biliousness or constipation
"
by morning.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

10-ce-

to-nig- ht

.

to-nig- ht

10-ce- nt

The
"Do you dance the hesitation step?"
"It is the only kind I can dance."
Baltimore American.
Non-Exper-

t.

.

I

A GRATEFUL

i

OLD MAN.

Mr.W.D. Smith, Ethel, Ky., writes:!
"I have been using Dodd's Kidney Pills
for ten or twelve years and they have
done me a great deal of good. I do
not think I would be
alive todáy If It
were not for Dodd'a
Kidney Pills. I
strained my back
about forty years
ago, which, left it
very weak. I was
troubled with inflam
mation of the hlad- W. D. smith, der. Dodd'a Kidney
Pills cured me of that and the Kidney
Trouble. I take Dodd's Kidney Pills
now to keep from having Backache. I
am 77 years old and a farmer. Tou are
at liberty to publish this testimonial,
and you may use my picture in connection with it." Correspond with Mr.
Smith about this wonderful remedy.
Dodd's Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodd'a Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. T. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
.

Adv.

,

To Be Desired.
"How is the star actress today?"
"I don't know. The doctor's in her
room now, taking her temperament."
DRUG

HOUSE ENJOINED
BY

FEDERAL COURT

Judge Jeremiah Neterer, of the
United States district court,
granted a permanent injunction in behalf of the Centaur Company of New
York, the manufacturers of Fletcher's
Ca8toria, against the Stewart &
Holmes Drug Company of this city.
The controversy arose from the simulating of the labels of this
preparation, and from the evidence
filed in the case it was shown that the
infringing label was first discovered
on sale in Honolulu, and was traced to
its origin here in Seattle.
The defendant company is one of
the oldest and largest .concerns of Its
kind in the Northwest.
The decree carries with it an order
that the Stewart & Holmes Company
recall the goods which are on the market under the infringing label, and to
pay all costs in the suit and damages
assessed at $400. Seattle, Wash.,
"Timei." Adv.
to-da-

well-know- n

y

SHOWS

PEOPLE

cia.

The fifty elk from Montana for New
Mexico are expected to reach Santa
Fé soon.
The bee industry in the Pecos valley has already become one of im-

portance.
The Baptists of Artesia, have see
cured a building and will open a
this fall.
There are rumors of removing the
internal revenue office from Santa Fé
to Phoenix.
'
Edward Beasley, the four year old
son of W. H. Beasley of Artesia, was
"hooked" by a cow.
T. Y. Moorhead, Pecos' city marshal, was shot and killed almost instantly by Fernando Subio, a Mexicol-lég-

can.
P. J. Reynolds of Fort Bayard and
Martin Q. Hardin of Lordsburg have

been appointed and confirmed as postmasters.
Fire of unknown origin caused considerable damage ia the spacious residence of Captain French, one "mile
east of Cimarron.
,
While visiting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Anderson one mile
west of Flora Vista, Miss Edith Chit
tenden was accidentally shot.
The practical application of parcel
post is illustrated in the shipping of
800 pounds of beans to the mining
town of Mogollón by a firm at Dem-in-

g.

The Big Burros Copper Company,
with a capital of $1,500,000, was incorporated and the incorporation papers filed with the secretary at
Santa Fé.
The Pythians of Roswell and vicinity in the rooms of the Damon Lodge
No. 15, Knights of Pythias, of Roswell,
celebrated the 50th anniversary of
their order.
County School Superintendent R.. S.
Tipton, of Otero county, has apportioned the county school fund of
among 2,559 school children at
$1.50 a person.
Water application 859 was filed by
Ralph E. McNicholl of Hagerman. for
second feet of the Pecos
river, for pumping purposes, to irrigate 42.7 acres.
Cashier W. J. Joyce of the Bank of
San Marcial, which closed its doors
recently, "submitted three tentative
plans to Traveling Auditor Howell
Earnest to straighten out the bank's
affairs.
County Superintendent of Schools
A. E. Bailey of Eddy county, resigned
his position. Superintendent Pooreof
Carlsbad was elected to fill the vacancy. Mr. Bailey's term would haye
expired in 1916.
Peter Mack of Columbus, received
from El Paso an assay of some of the
mineral taken from the mine ia the
Tres Hermanas mountains that is
being developed by Peter Mack, Chas.
Keenum and Mr. Stewart. The mineral is sufficiently rich in silver and
gold to yield a good profit to them
after paying the expenses of shipment
and extraction at the smelter.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa of Roswell is
now a
Mason.
The honor was conferred on Mr. Jaffa
at Denver. There are seven thirty-thirdegree men in the state. They
are: Cony T. Brown, Socorro; E. A.
Cahoon, Roswell; James G. Fitch, Socorro; Richard H. Hanna, Santa Fé;
Nathan Jaffa, Roswell; John W.
Mayes, Santa Fé; John W. Poe, Roa
well
?3,-838.-

six-tent-

thirty-third-degr-

d

ROADS

ALREADY
AND OTHERS
PLANNED.

Front!
"When Brown was a child everybody predicted that he'd always be at
the front"
"And is he?"
"Yes; he's doorboy."

COM-PLETE-

Important to Mothers

Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.
Albuquerque now claims a population of 25,000.

Parsnips
weighing five pounds,
were raised by E. H. Ayres of Estan-

Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
out
and keep them out with
Cascareta.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upeet stomach.
Don't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascareis cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret
straightens you
out by morning. They work while
you sleep.
A
box from
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascareta because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.

N.

NEW GOOD ROADS MAP

STATE NEWS

FOR

SLUGGISH UVEH
Uo sick headache,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Examine carefully every bottla of
Map Made by State. Engineer French CASTOR1A, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Shows Tremendous Amount of
Ttoara tha
Work Already Accomplished.
. f
M
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Cry for Fletcb.er'a Castoriai
Children
Santa Fé. State Engineer James A.
French has completed his good roads
What He Did.
map of New Mexico, which gives an
Grace
I
told
him he must not see
adequate Idea of the tremendous
me any more.,'
amount of work for good roads already
Her Brother Well, what did he do?
accomplished and the great amount
Grace Turned out the light!
that is planned. The state, county and
other roads are Indicated by the difOnly One "BROMO QUININE"
ferent colors, as are also proposed
To set the eenulne, call for full name, LAXAstate, county and statutory roads. The TIVE BROMO QUININE. Look for sienature of
map is especially prepared for automo- B. W. GROVE. Cure a Cold in Oae Day. 25c.
bile tourists and indicates the differShe may find it easier to fool him
ent routes that are feasible to cross
to keep him fooled.
than
the state and to reach its points of interest. The state road from Raton to
Albuquerque is indicated as completed,
as is the stretch from Escondido to
Nogal cañón, and from Dona Ana to
Anthony on the Texas line, while the
portions from Albuquerque to Escondido, from Nogal cañón to Dona Ana
are given the color of roads to be
this year, as is also the road Thousands Have Been Helped
west from Los Lunas to Gallup and
By Common Sense
the Arizona line. The road from
Suggestions.
Santa Fé to Taos is also on the 1914
program and is indicated by a color
which indicates that it is passable alWomen suffering from any form ol
ready.
female ills are invited to communicate
The state roads completed, in addipromptly with the
tion to those mentioned, are a road
woman's private
from Cnama to Tierra Amarilla, Roscorrespondence dewell to the plains country; Clayton to
partment of the Lythe Oklahoma line; Carlsbad to Mondia E.Pinkham Medument; Santa Rita to Puerto de Luna;
icine Co., Lynn,
Deming to Florida plains; Lordsburg
Mass. Your letter
to the Arizona border; Silver City to
will be opened, read
Red Rock; Silver City to Mogollón;
and answered by a
Socorro to Datil via Magdalena; Ala
woman and held in
mogordo to High Rolls, where the road strict confidence. A woman can freely
from Carthage to Oscuro is marked as talk of her private illness to a woman ;
a tentative state road. It is remark thus has been established a confidential
able how extensive is the network of correspondence which has extended over
roads that already gridirons the state many years and which has never been
and how much more the taxpayers are broken. Never have they published a
getting for road work in roads moneys testimonial or used a letter without the
than they did In the decades previous written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confto the present one.
idential letters to get out of their possession, as the hundreds of thousands
May Disbar Majors.
of them in their files will attest.
Santa Fé. Proceedings looking to
Out of the vast votame of experience
the disbarment of Attorney H. H. Mawhich they have to draw from, it is more
jors of Alamogordo, recently acquitted
than possible that they possess the very
after trial on the charge of poisoning knowledge needed
in your case. Nothhis wife and daughter, have "been filed ing is
in return except your good
asked
by Assistant Attorney General H. S.
will, and their advice has helped thouClancy. Majors is charged with failsands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
ing to account for money collected by should be glad to take advantage of
this
him for his clients and with offering generous offer of assistance. Address
to "fix things" with the county comLydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (conmissioners, district attorney, Judge E. fidential) Lynn, Mass.
L. Medler and other officials for a cliEvery woman ought to have
ent named Watts and thus save Watts
Lydia
E. Pinkham's 80-pafrom coming to trial for perjury, upon
Text
Book. It is not a book for
the payment of a stipulated fee. Majors
is cited to appear before the State general distribution, as it is too
expensive. It is free and only
Supreme Court on March 19th to anby mail. Write, for
obtainable
swer the charges.
today.

S
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FREE

to

MICE
sick won

corq-plete- d

I

ge

it

Gun Afray at Hachita.
Silver City. George Johnson was
brought to Silver City and taken to
the Grant County hospital for medical
attention, suffering from a gun shot
wound. The injury is the result of a
shooting affray, which occurred be
tween Johnson iand Matt Burts, both
of whom wew in the employ of the
Victorio Land and Cattle Company,
Johnson as a cook and Burts aa a
cowboy. The cause of ihe difficulty
is not known.
-

THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY. N.1.N.2.NA

THERAPION
cures chronic
great success,

Sriuuwith

weakness,

i

lost vigor

VIM, KIDNEY, BLADDER, DISEASES, BLOOD POISON,
PILES. EITHER No. DRUGGISTS Or MAIL SI. POST 4 CTS
FOUQKRA CO, 90, BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK or LYMAN BROS
TORONTO WRITE FOR FREE BOOK TO DR. LE CLERO

Med. Co,

HaverstockRd, Hahpstead, London,

TRY HEW DRAQEEtTASTELESS)

FORMOF

THERAPION

EASY

Emo.

TO TAKS

SisT,rCÜRB.

BE THAT TRADE MARKED WORD THERAPION IS OH
BUT. GOVT. STAMP AFFIXED TO AU, OBNUINBFACKSTS.

.

BOOTH-OVERTO- N

Dyspepsia
Tablets
Intestinal
stop
Fermentation, Immediately.
Believe Gas and Distress after Eatlnsr. Odb
Money
60c.
only,
refunded if they do
size
not help, or write for Free Sample Box and
TEX them first if you wish, v

Praises Dona Ana Roads.
New York
CO.
11 Broadway
Santa Fé. State Engineer James A.
3$
French said: "I was greaty pleased
with the Dona Ana county roads.
CURED in a few days
They are a credit to the road board.
I
without pain or a surUllLi
The people of Dona Ana are consid- gical operation. No pay until cored. Writi
ering raising $50,000 more for good DR. W RA?, 808 Bee Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
roads. Could anything speak more
eloquently than that?"
QUICK REUEI
N

nilPTIIRF
llUr

EYE TROUBLES

clhooS

Edited and Published by J5e Manual-Trainin- g
oílShe Roy Public Schools.
'ROY SCHOOL

The following are the ranks and averages
for three highest in each jjrade for the Sixth
month of school. The grades and averages for
nearly all the pupils were good and show that
the pupils are doing good work.
A First
Nina King
96
First
Ivin Johnion
Second
95 1 2
Luela Pendleton
95
Third

RECORD

PUBLISHED EVERY WEEK BY THE MANUAL
TRAINING CLASS OF THE ROY PUBLIC' SCHOOL.
CHESTER R. SCOTT,
EDITOR.
HAZEL M. SHELTREN, .
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
REPORTERS.... ALL STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL.

....

Co. Supt. of Schools

...Manuel Madrid
Members of School Board, 'District No. 33.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
O. H. Kerns

B First
Blanche Blunk
Johnnie Scott
Saledad Salisar

Chairman
Clerk
Director

R. W. Mitchell
Teachers City Schools
Wm. G. Johnson. . h
. . .Prin.
Shirely B. Nutter
Intermediate
Grace V. Collins...
...Second Primary
D. Ella Romine
First Primary
Phoebe Russel
Blanche Kitchell
Harry Brockman
VISIT YOUR
J
PAY

Pleasant View
.Ojo Bonito
Montoya Pocket
SCHOOLS.

Third Grade
Louise Kennedy
Stella Gallegos
Roldo Gallegos

YOUR POLL TAX

Lena Lusk formerly of the Cimarron schools
enrolled in the Seventh Grade Monjay. -

frio on the corners Tuesday A.M.

The Graduation Class is busy outlining
their program for commencement which occurs.
.
,
May 1st.

Richard Kerns
Glenn Anderson
Kenneth Hall

with the measles this week.

Eighth grade Examinatiot at Roy April
3rd and 4th.
The Sixth month of School closed Friday,
with an excellent average daily attendance.
Crade Monday.
Thelmer Downing Eugenia Alldredge and
Nellie Kitchell are again in school after several
days absence caused by the measles.

The Montoya Pocket school closed yesterday
after being in session 5 months. The report from
the school show that Mr Brockman the teacher
has done very satisfactory wotk at this place.

Prof, Johnson and family spent Sunday
and ate dinner with Mrs. D.Ella Romine.
Aliena and Luela Pendleton are 'among
those suffering with an attack of the measles this week.

Nutter teacher in the intermediate
room was quite sick th fore part of week.
Miss Blanche Kitchell substituted in miss
Nutter's place during her sickness.
Mamma tells me you have not been spanked
all day, Jane said the father upon his return
Miss

home. So you've been a good little girl all day?
It isn't that. It is Mother who has been angelic
all day.

He knocks off for his midday lunch
His dack soon tires, and
We find him homeward

94 6 7
93 6 7
93 3 7

First
Third

biscuit-winnin-

2--

7

El sarnpion se a destendido por toda la
ciudad, ningún caso serio asido reportado todavia

93

v

96 1 3
94 5 9

First

A, Hazel: Como estaavo el Domingo V4?
Hazel A sido muy placentero para mi.

Gracias.

96 39
95 1 2
93

Second
Third

'

'

First

Dollie Farmer
Syl an Floersheim

Second

.

.

97
'

INTERMEDIATE
NOTES

Un gran numerode hermosas envitaciones
sido
an
destribuidas por el Rev y la señora
Russel. Convidado a sus buenas amistades para
celebrar el 19 aniversario su hija la señorita
Phoeve Russel en su residencia(Laguna Seca) el

i

1

91 7 10
96 7 10
96 1 10

dia
95 3 9
96 2 3

3

proximo.

El maestro:El Domingo andava un caballo
cargabo doble.
El maestro:perocomo?
Dos señoritas cabalgaban en el

98

.

s

Third

Ninth Grade
Hazel Sheltren
First
Maggie Sue Browa Second
Raymond Hutchison Third

El paseo en vicicletas por señoritas es lo que
mas esta en boga en los paios de la escuela en
Roy.

.

Eighth Grade
Leo Rychlewski

g.

94
92

Second
Third

-

There is no moral to this tale
For men to gaze on r aptly;
The sheriff's notice on the gato
Will summarize things aptly.

57

95

Second

at three
straying.

An hour at tennis then he cranks
His auto and goes spinning;
At six he's back, and ends the day
of rural

95 1 7
94 6 7
90 2 7

Seventh Grade
Taylor Browning
First
Ethel Leitherman Second
Third
Gladys Judy;

Doss'Brown was enrolled in the Second

The Eighth grade is putting about 9 to 10
hours a day in hard study preparing for the fin
al examination April 4th an 5th.

He strays into the garden plot
And hoes for one brief hour,
And ruins all the truck that's there,
Save one small cauliflower.

At two he tackles haying;

Sixth Grad
Lestar Floersheim First
Tillie Branch
First
Opal M. Scott
Second
Florence Davis
Second
Harold TaYlor
Third

Ethel Leatherman is visting her parents
ano this week.
Soi
near

The Pleasant View diyision of the Roy School
closed Friday, after a six month session. The
reports received from the district show
that the teacher Miss Phoebe Russel has done
good work at that place.

The city man upon the farm .
Has donned his stiff white collar,
And ambles forth et nine o'clock
To earn an honest dollar.

Fifth Grade

Lester and Etna Floersheim are quite sick

Yes, education is the sunlight of progress. The
newspaper, the railroad, the wire and the wireless, and the "Little Red School House" (now
grown to a big handsome architectural dream)
and the college, are the greatest civilizers.
Through thes things and commerce a nation is
unified in taste and language.

(The average city man who tries farmlife
makes a failure of it.
Government report.)

3

Fourth Grade
First

Dorothy Gibbs
Etna Floersheim
Genevieve Brown

Department
THE CITY FARMER

94
93 1 2

Second
Third

Second Grade
B
Division
John Andrade
First
Eneas Andrade Second
Tafela Gallegos Third

Measles! measles! measleslyes measles!

Mucho

First

Second Grade
A
Divison
Mary Kiveice
First
Josephine Scoot
Secone
Sailo King
Third

Rural Schools

Jl

TO) w

.

98 1 10
97 1 2
96 2 5

Los niños de la Sra Jesús Medina quien vive
al lado sur de la casa de ''escuela se reportan
vastante enfemos del saranapion.

98 7 9
94 7 9
14 4 9

Uno de los muchachos mas brillantes de la
primer clase es Deciderio Gonzalez un muchacho
bue nunca falta un dia de escuela y es el primero
en su estudias y sin deda un dia se señalara en
t
el mundo.

ROOM

'

La atendencia envíos grados fue muy liviana el

Several were absent Tuesday due to the
terrible snowstorm. J

martes a causa de el tormento de nieve.

Alfredo Pacheco quin a sido tan enteligente en
sus estudios como en presentarse fue obligado
a parar la escuela semana pasada a causa de su
enfermedad del sarampión.

'

Eufacia Montoya is very sick this week.

Jenette Lusk, daughter of Attorney Lusk,
,
enrolled in the Fifth Grade Monday.

' Tille Branch del séxto grado es la champion
en la escuela de Roy. El siete y octavo grado
fueron derrotdos por ella tan presto como se
podían parar al pizarrón. Tillie es una muchaohita
muy drillante y una de las mejoras del sexto
grado.

'

Among those from this room who have
measles are; Georgia Hutchinson, Paulina Flint,
Opal Elmer anb Lloyd Scott Lester an i Etna
Floersheim Glenn and Lysle Anderson and Eug- - x
ene Mof ield.
Hon. Manuel Madrid, Co. Supt. of schools
visitd us, while in town last week. Mr. Madrid
seemed pleased with our wo) k.

Genevieve Brown missed her first school this
term, Tuesday marning. Genevieve was suffering with sore throat.
Mr. Philip Sanchez, Deputy Assessor, spent
Thursday morning Feb. 26th, visiting us. Mr.
who 3 a graduate of the University
seem very interested in school work
Vegas
Las
at
He had many wards of encouragement to offer
and also entetained us for-- a few moments with
stories of when he was a school boy. Visitors
are always welcome.

r
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, STATISTICS
FROM ENCYCLOPEDIAS.
Of the eminet Americans sketched in "Appleto
n's Cyclopedia of Americans Biography," 5,326
are college men. The whole number of graduates of American colleges from the beginning
down to the present time is less than 200.000.
Therefore, at least one in every forty has risen
to distinction. It can be assumed that at least
100,000,000 people, who have lived and died in
this country, have not had a college education.
Out of this mass. 10,000 have risen to distinction,
only one out of erey 10,000. But of the college
men, one in every forty has attained such recognition. The proportion in favor of the college
man is 250 to one

'
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Whatever criticism may be made
of this electoral system from other

Making Tomorrows

high-clas-

World
By WALTER

WILLIAMS, LL.D.

(Dean of tht School of Joainaliun of the Unhtnilu of Mtttoari)
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GERMAN
Cologne,
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CITY-- ITS

Ge

The modern German city
is, in a double
sense, a factory
product. It did
not "Just' grow,"
as Topsy, but it
has been manufactured.
The
reason for its
manufacture has
usually been the
of
development
the local factory.
This generalízate o n must be
modified

by

of

Ü

Transportation, commerce, music, art
and education
have contributed to the recent growth
of some German cities. The majority,
as other fachowever, machine-madtory products, are the resulta of an
industrialism which tends everywhere
to urbanization. Examples of the old
Germany may yet be seenin the ancient quarters of Munich, Nuremburg,
Frankfort and other towns, but for
. these one may look in vain along the
boulevards and in the modern sections
of cities which have grown to greatness In the present generation. These
are the cities of the new Germany.
Upon their stucco the paint is hardly
dry.
Outwardly Attractive.
There are two sidee to the German
city the outside and the inside. The
outside, is ordinarily beautiful and'
attractive. The boulevards are broad
and airy; the open places are many
and artistic; the streets are well
paved and are clean usually by women sweepers; the lighting, excellent;
the sanitation, good; cathedrals are
stately, and the older ones, at least,
picturesque; the newer public buildings, though often coldly regular and
stiff In architectural design, are spacious and impressive.
People's Food Carefully Supervised.
The German lives much in the
open air. We find the gardens in the
modern cities, even In weather that
seems unseasonable, thronged. There
is much drinking of beer, but little
Intoxication, much festivity', but little
bolsterousness. The German is careful though comprehensive in his eating. The German city provides municipal slaughter houses, where meat
is prepared for sale under strict regulation against taint; open air and
covered market halls, where fresh vegetables, fish, poultry and other food
products are sold; and has a ceaseless
supervision of bakeries, dairies and
breweries. In Berlin and some other
cities the meat from the slaughter
house is stamped, "unbednigt tang-lich- "
free of all possible taint. The
city arranges for the Bale of other
meat, not thus free from taint, but
iwhich can be used for food without
danger to health, at municipal establishments called the "Frei Banke,"
where it is bought at low prices and
course.

e

.

at certain fixed hours' by the poor.

German loves music and the
theater and bo the German city prowhere
vides municipal opera-housthe best artists may be heard, often
at prices within the reach of the poorest-paid
laborer.
Cities Deal In Real Estate.
'
The German city provides public
baths and disinfecting establishments.
It owns Its own street cars. Berlin
example, but in Berlin
,1a a notable
The

es

GOOD

viewpoints, it has resulted, generally,
in electing to the position of town
s
councilors
and
men. This evil has attached to it,
however, that the men thus chosen
have reflected too often and too exclusively the wishes and interests of
their rich constituents. The new German city, as made or permitted by
them-- -if
anything is really officially
permitted in Germany is too largely
an aristocratic municipality rather
than a democratic community, for
show to the few rather than for use
by the many.
Public service, giving, as It does
in Germany, a coveted social position,
attracts many Germans of the highest
character. The call to civic duty is.
one which no German refuses. The
law which punishes with a fine any
person declining to accept the ofilce
of councilor after election is Bald to
have proved unnecessary. Germans
accept these positions, without salary,
and with no patronage, because of the
prestige and, chiefly, from a high
sense of civic patriotism.
In some of the larger cities of Germany citizen deputies are appointed
by the council to advise and aid It.
In Berlin are about a hundred, serving without pay, drawn from all ranks,
assisting in various important functions of government, particularly
those having to do with city social
and philanthropic work. This unusual
feature of municipal government has
brought to the service of the city
many experts who have contributed
much to the development on right
lines of the modern German city.
Mayor a Business Director,
Distinguishing features of German
city administrations aje their permanency and the business method on
which they are conducted. The town
councilors are elected for six years,
d
every two years. The bur
gomaster or mayor is chosen for
twelve years. In nearly every city
are public officiate who have been re
elected for twenty or more years. City
administration has become a business
in which the German does not wish
amateurs. The mayor Is chosen as
poration. It is not unusual to find
in a German newspaper an advertisement for a mayor!
Some German
tity, having lost its mayor, wishes the
best to be had in the empire and advertises for one with experience as
mayor. Frequently as mayor of a
large city is chosen a man who is
serving with conspicuous success as
mayor in a smaller town.- The German system secures a continuous policy of city administration and one
in which, business rather than politics rules. That the system is too
often controlled by big business is a
result of the electoral plan under
which it is chosen rather than of the
system itself. This electoral plan is
sixteenth-centurGerman feudalism
brought down to date.

AND EVIL

a heavy tax on the gross receipts of
system is levied. It
the street-ca-r
buys and holds tracts of land in and
adjacent to the city for the construction of houses for business or residence purposes, sells or leases this
land and thus controls the growth and
development of the city itself. This
.last function of the German city is
responsible for much of the best results of the municipal town planning
and house planning in the empire.
These are some features of the German city. Beyond flower pots in the
windows, let us glance at the German
city on the inside.
The German city does not govern
itself it is governed. True it elects
Its own town council, which, in turn,
selects the burgomaster or mayor, and
has general control of municipal affairs. The electors, however, are divided into voting groups, according
to wealth, by which the man of average property has only a small part in
the election. Somewhat different suffrage systems exist in the different
German states. Indeed, it should be
remembered in observations upon Germany that not only is there an old and
a new Germany, but a northern and
a southern Germany, a Prussia, a Ba
varia, a Saxony, a Baden, and in the
differences between them, though not
the distances, are equally as large as
and in many, ways larger than those
between Pennsylvania and Texas,
Massachusetts and California. Germany, however, with all its internal
differences of social and administration life, has been called,, with much
appropriateness, a magnified Prussia.
Voting Strength Gauged by Wealth.

The method of electing town councillors in the cities of Prussia may
serve as an Illustration of how the
people of these cities do not govern
themselves. In each voting district
the total of the state tax paid is divided into three parts and the voters,
years of age
all males of twenty-fivand upwards, are also divided into
d
three classes, each class electing
of the council. The first class
consists of the heaviest taxpayers,
of the
whose payments total
whole sum of the district; the second
class consists of the next heaviest taxpayers, whose taxes also amount to a
third of the total; while the third
class consists of the smallest taxpayers. The firs class sometimes has
only one or two voters in. it, the second only a few, while the third will
have several hundred or even thousands. Each class has, however, the
same voting strength. This gives, of
course, to the heavy taxpayers many
times the voting strength of the small
taxpayer.
A Berlin newspaper, in pointing out
syssome results of this three-clas- s
tem, showed that in one voting district one taxpayer with an annual Income of $10,000 was the entire first
class; in an adjoining and very poor
district ten men, whose taxes were
only t $25 each, constituted the first
class, and added that if the Berliner
with the $10,000 income had voted in
the rich Thiergarten quarter he
"would have been in the third class,
like the imperial chancellor, Herr von
Bethmann Hollweg." Actually there
are 200,000 voters in the first class,
900,000 in the second, and more than
6,000,000 in the third. If the suffrage
system of Prussia prevailed in the
United States, Andrew Carnegie, John
D. Rockefeller and. others would in
their respective districts, constitute
the entire first class.
A
.
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Housing Conditions

Bad.

The German city, despite the benevolent bureaucracy of its highly organized administration, has left much to
be desired in actual municipal life.
Upon looking within we find oppressive restrictions, high rents, crowded
quarters, the Blum and the German
"barrack-house.- "
The average German, laborer, mechanic, clerk or small
merchant, does not live on the boulevards or near the open places. His
home is in Email rooms, with outlook
upon a dark courtyard where innu
merable carpets are beaten twice a
week. Flats, with congested quarters,
take the place of the detached dwelling houses which are familiar in
American cities. Clean streets but
gloomy and dark interiors, lacking air
but not lacking dust and noise, are
the rule in the larger German cities.
It ' may be questioned whether the
bright boulevards and the red geraniums in the balcony windows compensate to the city as a whole for the
dullness, stuffiness and worse of the
average citizen's actual living rooms.
How far all this could be prevented
by municipal effort, It is impossible
to say.
(Copyright,
I

1ÍU, by

Joseph B. Bowles.)

MAKING

TONGUE

OX

TASTY

Cooking It Properly Is Some Troubls,
Bui

i

ino nesuiia maKO n wen
Worth While.

Wash thoroughly, then soak over
night a fresh pickled or smoked ox
tongue.
In the morning put in an
agate boiler, cover with cold water and
boil for five minutes. Throw away
this water; cover again with cold water and boil it gently half an hour for
each pound of meat
When it is half cooked . add the
strained juice of one lemon, a sliced
onion, a few whole spices and a bay
leaf, a' handful of seeded raisins, a
piece of celery and a sprig of parsley
cut fine. Season with salt and pepper
to taste.
For the first meal skin the tongue,
thicken half a pint of the liquor for
sauce and serve hot. After the meal
put it back in the liquor to cool, which
makes it Juicy. The liquid is good for
soup.

.

The tongue may be sliced thin and
decorated with slices of lemon, orange
and parsley. The tag ends serve as a
foundation for salad, sandwiches,
creamed on toast, hash, deviled or
with other meat
If you do not wish to use the water
for soup stock cabbage, kale, spinach
or turnips can be boiled in it These
vegetables are a suitable accompaniment for cold tongue, and so are cold
slaw, rice, mashed potatoes and sweet
potatoes, especially when browned.
AT THEIR

VEGETABLES

BEST

Varied Methods of Serving Dinner Accessories That Are Popular With
the Family.
,

Carrots and Peas Wash and scrape
your carrots and cut them into little
cubes. Then cook until soft, either in
boiling salted "water or stock. Drain
and add the contents of a can or bottle of peas. Season with butter, pepper and salt and serve.
Cauliflower With Breadcrumbs
Place a whole cooked cauliflower on
a dish for serving, cover with buttered crumbs and place on an oven
grate to brown the crumbs;, remove
from the oven and pour one cup of
thin white sauce around the cauliflower.

Parsnips, Drawn Butter Sauce
Wash and scrape parsnips and cut in
f
pieces two inches long and
inch wide and thick. Cook five minutes in boiling water or until soft
Drain and to two cups of parsnips add
one cup of drawn butter sauce.
Glazed Onions Peel small onions
and cook in boiling water for fifteen
minutes. Drain, dry on a cloth, put
in a buttered dish for baking and add
well seasoned brown stock made from
bouillon cubes (enough to cover the
bottom of the dish); sprinkle with a
little sugar and bake until the onions
are soft, basting frequently with the
stock in the pan.
one-hal-

.

Veal and Mushrooms.

Put a tablespoonful of butter into a

saucepan, and when melted add a
tablespoonful of. cornstarch, stirring
until well mixed. Pour slowly into it
one-hapint of milk. Stir and cook
until smooth, seasoning with a pinch
of salt and a few shakes of pepper.
Now put into the sauce two cupfuls
of cold, seasoned veal cut Into neat
cubes and one cupful of mushrooms,
quartered. Heat over hot water five
minutes, remove from the fire, add
egg and a tablequickly a
spoonful of lemon juice. Serve on
toast and garnish with toast points.
lf

wel-beate-

n

Lamb Kidneys With Bacon.
Split six kidneys in halves and remove the thin outer skin. Fry six
slices of bacon until crisp. Remove
them from the fat and keep hot Dip
the kidneys in flour and brown quickly
on both sides in the bacon fat When
brown add hot water to nearly cover, a
tablespoon of table sauce, and cook for
five minutes, keeping them just below
the boiling point Serve on a hot platter, with the bacon as a garnish,

Notice For Publication

NOTICE, FOR PUBLICATION.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
;.

'

Department ol tbe interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mi
Jan. 19, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank A
Roy, of Roy N.M. who on
made HE 7647 Se. No. 03768 for Lot 11,
Section 3, Township 20 Nprth Range
25 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has .tiled
notice of intention,, to make five
year proof, to establish claim to .the
land above described, before F H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 13th day ot
.

April, 1914.
Claimant carnes as witnesses,
Juan Casuez.
Alcario Griego,
Fidel Montoya,
Tomas Manzanares,
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Val verde,
Register.
.

;.

!

'

Business .Cards

'
Department of the Interior. v ":
"
Déparímerit of the Interior,
,. ,
s
U.
Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
.;
U; S. Land Qfflcat Clayton, N.M'.
'
Jan 19, 1914.- " Fe'b.,7, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Frank O.
Notice is hereby given that Eduardo
Martinez, of Sanchez, N. M,' Who on Seright, of Mills, lN. M. Vho, 'on
January 21, 1911,.' made HE serial Mar 29, 1910,"' made HE, No 010950 for
No. 012716, forEi-NE.S'ecíl NEi. & SEi Section 34 Township'' 23 Modern Equipment,
Largest
Range 26 East, of N,
J
& NW1 SWJ Sec, 12 &NEi North,
Coil in N. M
Graduate Nurses. J
NEi Sec 14, Twp. 17 N Rng 25E N,M.P M. P. meridian, has filed notice of
Meridian, has tiled notice- of intention intention to make .final three year
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
to make final three year proof, proof to establish claim to the land
to establish claim to the land above above described before F. H. Foster, TUCUMCARI, :
:
N.M
described;
U. S. Com- U. S. Commissioner, at' his office,' at
before
missioner
F. H. Foster, at his Roy, New Mexico., on the 24 day of
office at Roy, N. M., ou the 21 day April, 1914
Claimant names as witnesses
of April, 1914.
Abe C. Proctor,'
Frank Goehr'i.
Claimant names as witnesses:
L,
Cross,
Ross Eaton,
R.
Jose De la Crui Martinez
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
Ramon Martinez
Luis Martinez, all of Mills, New Mexico,
New
Bath Room and up-t- o
paz Valverde Register.
Felipe Martinez,
x
,
,
all of Sanchez. N. M.
date Fixtures.
Paz Valverde,
A modern Barber Shop.
Register.
.

Tucumcari Hospital

l,

i,

X-Ra-

WJ-NW-

y

1

-

.

"

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP

-

Notice eor Publication

Notice for Publication

Deparement of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clay ton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Michael S
Jan. 19 1914.
Berentz of Mills, N. M.' who on
is
Notice
hereby given that James W
made HE 25767-07and Ad'l
Kirksey,
of
Solano N M, who on Apr.
010615
Serial
for NW1 Sec 6 Twp.21N
'11 made HE no 013059 for
3,
Rg 26E. and Lots 3&4 & Ei-Ssec.
and
Sec 35 Twp 18N,Rng 26E
31 Twp. 22 N. range 26 2, N.M.P. MeP.
N.
M.
Meridian,
has filed notice of
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof to establish intention to make final three year proof
claim to the land above described, be- to establish claim to the land above
fore F H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner described, before F.H Foster, u. S.
at his office in Roy, N. M. on the 18 Commissioner at his office at Roy, n.m
on the 9th day of April, 1914.
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses,
W Arnold
J
P J Laumbach,
Chas E Deaton,
Charles Waetherill
Henry Stone,
DP Upton,
J E LaRue
AC Meikle,
.
.
all of Solano, N. M.
all of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register
Register.

Jan.

17 1914.

109
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SJ-N-
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E,
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Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given thatBerryman
R. Reeder, of Roy; - N, M, who on
made HE Serial No. 011949,
for NEi & NWi Sec 24 Twp 20N Rg27E
NMPM, has filed notice of intention
proof to esto make Final three-yeatablish claim to the land above descri
bed, before F. H. Foster, U S Com
missioner at Roy N M-- '
,
on the 20th day ofApril 1914. .
Claimant names as witnesses,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at layton, N M,
Feb. 7,1914
Notice is hereby given that Ida Ellen
Watson
of Roy, N M
who on
made HE Serial No.
011914 for
and
Sec.
4, Twp 19 N, Range. 20 E, N M P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F H Foster U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 20th
King
William
Hopper,
day
of April 1914
James
Halle. Warner,
Claimant names as witnesses-WJames W Johnson
'
lall of Roy, N, M,
H. Baum,
James S) Baum,
Valverde,
Paz
George
Cable,
Wm, S Morris,
'
Register.
All of: Roy N M,
Paz "Valverde,
Register
N-S-

SJ-N-

r

.

m.

:
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office
at Clayton. N.
'

Notice For Publication
M.

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,

Jan'v23 1914.
hereby
given
Notice is
that Frank C
Metcalf, of Mills, hM. who, on
made HE No 435824 "Serial 012851
for Ni NEi, and NNWJ Section 21,
Tqwnship 22. N. , JSange .26 East
N. M. P.. Meridian, has filed. notice of
intention o make Final three year
the land
Proof to establish, claim
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy
New Mexico, on the 16 day of April,

Jan

,

'

19

Wii

Notice is hereby given that Sarah
L Myers of Roy, N M, who on
made HE, Serial 07476 & Ad'l.
012181 for NWi or Lots
Sec 3,
Lots
and 10.
'
Sec, 4, Twp, 20 N, Range 26 E, NMP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, toestablish
claim to the land above described, before F H Foster, U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the" 14th
day of April, 1914,
.........
1914.
claimant names as witnesses,
Ckimant names as, witnesses:
John W Scott
John Schneider,
tC R" Leonhard, G R Abernáthy
T J Coonrod
O H Kerns
'
5 W Hewlett,
IraThetford
All of Roy, NM,
all of Mills, N. M... ,
'
Paz Valverde
Paz. Valverde,
0,

-9

.

...

v
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-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office át Clayton, N.

M.

Jn. 241914.

.

2--

.
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Notice For Publication.

Notice is hereby given that Joseph
M Elder of Ray, N. M who on
made HE, 20100 & Add'l entry
011203-0850for SWJ Sec 27,
Serial
and NWi Ssc 34, .Twp. 21 N. Range
27 E N. M. P.' Meridian has filed
notice of intention to máke final three
year prof, to establish claim to the
land atove described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on, the 20th day of
April Í914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
D R Moore
.JHMitchell
J W Woodward
Ben R Steward,
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
.
Register.
:

,

Krister.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

6

Register,

Register.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
'
'
Feb, 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Jesse E.
Russel, of Mills, N. M: who, on
y
16 1910 made HE No
Feb, 15
&
Adl No 011357 for
07421
No.
Serial
the SEi andSWiSaC. 34, Twp. 22 N
Range 26 E. N. M. P., Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foste, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 4th day of
"
May 1914
Claimant names as witnesses: ;
J E La Rue
John Wilkins,
M.ericle,
Herbert
W A DeForca,
All of Mills, N. M.Paz Valverde,

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan.

19, 1914

Notice is hereby given that Annie May
Yarnell, of Mills, N.M. who on
made HE No 011913 for. East Half (EJ)
Section 20, Township 23 N, Range
26E. N, M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M. on the 17 day of April,

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
.

Jan

19, 1914.

"

Notice is hereby given that J uan
nasaus of Roy, N. M who on Jan
R 1911. made HE. No, 012641 for SEi &
SWÍ, Sec. 3, Twp.20 N,Rng.25E.NMP
Meridian has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to estab
Ueh pinim to the land above described,
befo're F. H. Foster, U..S. Commis19.14.
sioner at his Office at Roy, N. M. on
Claimant names as witnesses:
the 22 day of April, 1914.
Mrs. Nellie Schlitz,
Will Fliess,
Claimant names as witnesses;
Ross Eaton,
Anton Kwiecien,
Ernest Parks, Frank Sheltren, .
All of Mills, N. M. .
Alcario Griego,
Trinidad McGrath
Paz Valverde,
, All of Roy, N, M.
Registerr
Paz Valverde
Register,
-

e
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Notice For Publication

.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
Feb. 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Lee R.
ackson, of Roy, N.' M who, on Apr.
1907 made HE Serial 04831 No 16993
for NWi, Section 19, Township 20 N. Range 27 E.
Meridian, has nled notice Of intention to
make final Five Year Proof to estab- ish claim to the land above described
before F .11. Foster, U.S.Commissoner
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
4th day of May, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Wm. Bowman.
CF Williams'
B F Emerson
Wm. Hill
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde.
.
Register
N-M.- P.

,

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
"
Feb. 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Richard
R Johnson of Mills N. M. who, on
Jan, 5, 1909, made HE No. 02633,
i,
SWi, SEi & SEi-S- Wi
for
Section 3, Township 21 North,
Range 25 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention.to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F.H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 4 day
NJ-SE-

of May, 1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Charles E Deaton
MS Bentley,
Oral O' Deaton,
Geo. Bough
All of Mills, N.M.
Paz Valverde,
v
Register,

A

